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Disaster Prevention of
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Earthquakes, typhoons,
floods and other disasters
Share accurate knowledge
and prepare for disasters
with all your family
members, and make
disaster prevention an
everyday matter.

We have made assumptions about
possible disasters in Mizuho City by
comprehensively considering the
natural conditions such as geographical
features, geology, weather, social
conditions such as population,
urbanization status, industrial clusters,
past disaster occurrences, latest disaster
forecast, etc.

Strong winds and heavy rains associated with typhoons and
torrential rains can occur anywhere in Mizuho City.
Also, since Mizuho City is located in a wetland surrounded
by class A rivers—the Nagara River in the east and Ibi River
in the west—we assume that river flooding disasters may
occur over a large area. In recent years, the phenomenon of
heavy rain falling in a small area in a short time, such as torrential rain has also
increased, and actions to protect your life are needed.
Considering this changing situation, we will introduce you to the preparation that
should be done on a daily basis and evacuation.

Typhoons
and Floods

The probability that an earthquake with a magnitude of
8 or higher will occur within 30 years in the Nankai
Earthquakes Trough is predicted to be around 70%, and in Mizuho
City, it will not be surprizing if a huge earthquake
occurs at any time.
In the case of Mizuho City, assuming collapse and
damage of buildings due to earthquakes, liquefaction, and fires as
secondary disasters, we will introduce how to prepare for such disasters to
minimize damage, evacuation points, etc.

We introduce precautions and measures for tornadoes
that occur suddenly due to low pressure, lightning that
occurs in summer or when the atmosphere is unstable,
and heavy snowfall.
Also, the nuclear accident that occurred as a
secondary disaster of the Great East Japan Earthquake
was a huge and serious disaster. In the case of Mizuho City, since there are
nuclear power plants nearby in Shizuoka and Fukui Prefectures, we will
introduce accurate knowledge and preparation for nuclear disasters.

Other
Disasters

Evacuation is first and foremost important to save
your life.
Also, it is important to discuss among family
Preparations
members or with local community members disaster
prevention measures that can be done at home or in the
area and safety for vulnerable people, and to prepare
for emergency situations.
Here, we will introduce how to obtain evacuation information, precautions
for evacuation, methods of first aid, and a list of refuges.
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We who live in Mizuho City enjoy the blessings of
abundant nature, but on the other hand we need
to prepare for various disasters, including the
flooding of rivers.
In Mizuho City, flooding of rivers has occurred
in the past due to heavy rains accompanying
typhoons, and we have experienced disasters
such as damage to or inundation of houses.
Also, if a huge earthquake occurs, it is
expected that buildings will collapse or be
damaged by liquefaction. When a large-scale
disaster occurs, it will have a major impact on
citizens’ lives.
Under these circumstances, the city
government is promoting disaster prevention
and mitigation efforts to respond quickly to
disasters. In order to reduce damage, we think
that not only public assistance such as disaster
measures and relief by public organizations is
needed. Raising awareness of self-help and
mutual assistance among residents are also
extremely important to strengthen disaster
prevention ability in each area.
So, we have prepared the Mizuho City
Disaster Prevention Manual to offer citizens a
guide for disaster prevention.
Natural disasters cannot be stopped, but it is
possible to prevent or reduce damage by
preparation from day to day and disaster drills.
In addition to the Flood Hazard Map based
on the latest information and data, this Mizuho
City Disaster Prevention Manual provides
knowledge and provisions for various disasters
that are expected to occur. We hope that you
will use this manual to help protect your family
and community.
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Typhoons
and Floods

Information on Past Flood Disasters

Past Flood Disaster Record
Flood of August 1960
(Japanese year Showa 35)
(Typhoon Nos. 11 and 12)

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Typhoon Nos. 11 and 12 hit Cape Muroto, Kochi Prefecture one
after another on August 11 and 12. In areas along the upper and
middle sections of the Nagara River the amount of rainfall
reached between 200 mm and 400 mm from August 11 through
12, and in Mino the water level of the river exceeded the warning
water level by 3.7 m at 9 AM, August 13, and reached 6.9 m,
which is almost the same level as the record flood level at the
time of the Ise Bay Typhoon. At noon on August 13 in Chusetsu,
downstream, the water level of the river reached 5.7 m, the
highest water level ever, exceeding the 5.5 m recorded at the
time of the Ise Bay Typhoon.
Due to this heavy rain, a dike break and flooding occurred in
Hotoshima Village, Seki City and Akutami District, Gifu City.

(Torrential rain associated with baiu front
(seasonal rain front))
With a baiu front moving northward, the heavy rain started from
June 24 and the total rainfall recorded until June 28 was
approximately 460 mm in areas along upper and middle sections
of the Nagara River. In Mino City, the water level was 5.8 m, which
is much higher than the warning water level, at 3 PM on 27th, and
in Hotoshima Village, Seki City, dike break and flooding occurred
in a row after its occurrences in 1959 (Showa 34) and 1960
(Showa 35).

Earthquake Countermeasures

Flood of September 1976 (Showa 51)
(Typhoon No. 17 and heavy rain)

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Due to typhoon No. 17 and a frontal rainband stagnating from
Shikoku to Kanto, heavy rain continued intermittently and for a
long time in the western part of Gifu Prefecture from the
afternoon of September 8 to the morning of September 14.
The record of the total rainfall shows 1,075 mm at Mt.
Dainichidake, 1,091 mm in Hachiman, 909 mm in Shirotori, and
840 mm in Mino—all record-setting heavy rains. In areas along
upper and middle sections of the Nagara River, many tributary
rivers, including the Mugigawa River, flooded, causing flooding
damage in various places. Even in Gifu, heavy rain fell, with an
hourly precipitation rate of 92.5 mm on the evening of
September 8. On September 12, the embankment of the Nagara
River’s main stream located near Anpachi Town broke and a
disastrous flood occurred.

June 1961 (Showa 36) (in then Hozumi-cho)

Preparations for Disasters

June 1961 (Showa 36) (in then Hozumi-cho)

September 1976 (Showa 51) (in then Hozumi-cho)
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Flood of August 1961 (Showa 36)

Typhoons
and Floods

Characteristics of Flood Disasters in Mizuho City

Mizuho City is a lowland surrounded by large rivers such as the Nagara, Ibi and Neo Rivers, and several small and medium-sized
rivers flow within the city. Also, due to the topography surrounded by huge levees and ring levees, there is a risk that serious
damage may occur during floods. Prepare for disasters based on such characteristics of Mizuho City.

Altitude
Classification

Mizuho City is located in an area surrounded by three
major rivers: the Nagara, Ibi and Neo Rivers. If levees for
these rivers break, a large amount of water may flow into
the city.
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*This map is created by color-coding elevation values from the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan’s digital elevation model (5 m mesh).

Other Disaster Countermeasures
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Flood inundations in Mizuho City

Flood inundation of September 1976 (Showa 51)
Due to the influence of typhoon No. 17 in 1976 (Showa 51), the rain that started from September 8 became localized torrential
rain with thunder centering on the Mino Plain area. The recorded precipitation around Mizuho City (former Hozumi Town and
former Sunamicho) was 961 mm in one week, and many areas were flooded. Based on the record of the inundation situation at
the time, signs of “Heavy rain flooding level on September 12, 1976 (Showa 51)” were installed at 14 places in the city.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Precipitation
in one week
in Mizuho City:

Inundated for more than
6 days

961 mm

30 cm

(Based on the data
at the time)

Neo River

Inundation sign installation
locations and Immersion
depth (cm)

Earthquake Countermeasures

Mieji

30 cm
Itonuki River

45 cm
168 cm
Sai River

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Jukujo

Goroku River

JR Hozumi

135 cm

Ibi River

60 cm

Yokoya

90 cm
Tarumi
Railway

210 cm

75 cm

95 cm

210c m

JR Tokaido Main Line

195 cm

Preparations for Disasters
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Inundated for within
2 days
Dampened area
(period unknown)

45 cm
15 cm

Inundated for 2-6 days

Nakagawa
River
Nagara River

Heavy rain flooding
level on September
12, 1976 (Showa 51)

Typhoons
and Floods

Push-type information

Method for conveying flood forecasts, evacuation
recommendations, etc.

Conveyance of
information

Flood forecasting and evacuation-related information will be informed as follows:

Meteorological
information

Gifu Local Meteorological
Observatory

Water level
data

River
administrator

Gifu Prefecture
Police office
and Fire Department

News
organization

Mizuho City

Conveyance of information
on flood forecasting and
meteorological information, etc.
Flow of evacuation
recommendation/
evacuation instructions
Contact

Internet
Mizuho citizen mail

Television,
radio, etc.

Mizuho City citizens

Pull-type information

Information available at the time of a flood disaster and
how to receive and acquire it

Information
Gathering

Where to find information on rivers, water level, and flood disasters

In addition to weather advisories and warnings,
you can also acquire disaster information such
as flood forecasts and sediment-related
disaster warning information.

Live camera images of rivers managed by the country, river
disaster prevention information by MLIT, and nimbus mapping by
XRAIN are available.

http://www.jma-net.go.jp/gifu/

http://www.cbr.mlit.go.jp/kisojyo/index.html

◦ Kisogawa-Jyoryu River Office’s mobile site

Kisogawa-Jyoryu River Office’s Website

The water level/precipitation in areas along Kiso-sansen (Kiso Three Rivers) and dam
information can be checked by mobile phone.

◦ Gifu Alarm Mail for Rivers
and Roads

Other Disaster Countermeasures

◦ Gifu Local Meteorological
Observatory

◦ Website of the Kisogawa-Jyoryu River
Office, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism (MLIT)

Earthquake Countermeasures

Typhoons
and Floods

Radio communications for disaster prevention and administration,
public announcement cars, sirens, FAX, door-to-door visits,
verbally (through the residents’ association), telephone, etc.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

058-327-4130

https://www2.cbr.mlit.go.jp/kisojyo/mobile/index.html

Precipitation, water level, river conditions, etc. in
Gifu Prefecture area observed by the Gifu prefectural
government, MLIT, and Meteorological Agency can
be checked in real time.

http://www.kasen.pref.gifu.lg.jp/

Provides information on weather, precipitation, river
water level, and traffic restrictions. Registration is
required in advance.
River disaster management information
released by the Gifu Prefectural Government

https://service.sugumail.com/gifu/member/

Preparations for Disasters

◦ Gifu River Disaster Prevention
Information

For other information related to disaster prevention, please refer to "Get Information" on pgs. 55 and 56.
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Matters Concerning Evacuation Recommendations

Special
warning

It will be announced when there is a
significant risk of a serious disaster
occurring. It is a situation in which an
unusual phenomenon that has not yet
been experienced is likely to occur,
and immediate actions to save lives
are needed.

Warning

It will be announced when there is a
risk of a serious disaster occurring.
Do not approach dangerous places,
and evacuate promptly when evacuation recommendations or evacuation
order are announced.

Advisory

It will be announced when there is a
risk of a disaster occurring due to
heavy rain or strong wind.

Large

Disaster risk

Typhoon and
Flood Measures
Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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The Japan Meteorological Agency
announces stepwise weather information
and calls attention or cautions in response
to heavy rain and other phenomena.
Also, from August 30, 2013, “special
warnings” were started to surely announce
a risk of serious disaster occurrence. A
“special warning” will be released to
urge residents to be fully alert when a
major disaster, which may occur once in
several decades, is expected. Try to get
the latest information, stay alert and take
precautions against disasters.

Information about a record-breaking
deluge in a short period

Kinds of Warning on Heavy Rain

Small

Evacuation Information Issued by the City Government
and Actions to be Taken by Citizens
The city government will issue evacuation information in response to rising fears of
typhoons and floods. Take appropriate action according to each alert level.
Alert level
Flood disaster
alert level

Flood disaster
alert level

Flood disaster
alert level

Flood disaster
alert level

Flood disaster
alert level

Evacuation information, etc. (by the city)

Information to prompt action

Actions to be taken by citizens

5

Disaster occurrence information

4

Evacuation order (emergency)
Evacuation advisory

◦ Evacuate to an evacuation location promptly.
◦ In situations where going out would put your life at
risk, evacuate to a safe place near you or stay at a
safer place in your house.

3

Evacuation preparation, elderly
people and other vulnerable
people should start evacuation.

◦ Those who need time to evacuate (elderly people,
handicapped people, infants, etc.) and their
supporters should evacuate.
◦ Other people should prepare for evacuation.

2
1

(To be announced as far as possible)

Information to prompt action

Advisory

(Heavy rain, flood)

◦ A disaster has already occurred and the best action
to protect your lives should be taken.

◦ Prepare for evacuation while confirming your own
evacuation procedures.
◦ Re-confirm disaster risk, evacuation locations and routes,
evacuation timing, etc. according to hazard maps, etc.
◦ Confirm how to get evacuation information, etc.
◦ Be on higher alert for disasters.
◦ Pay attention to the latest information such as disaster
prevention weather information, etc.

Typhoons
and Floods

Meteorological Information Used for Evacuation

Typhoon condition and meteorological information
When a typhoon approaches and the risk of the occurrence of a disaster increases, disaster prevention and information about
weather such as heavy rain, floods and wind storms, along with the typhoon information, will be announced. Please pay
attention to information and evacuate early.

Japan Meteorological
Agency
Local meteorological
observatory

A typhoon has formed.

A typhoon is approaching.

Typhoon
Information

Information
on tropical
depression

Current situation
(every 3 hours)
Forecasting up to 72
hours ahead

Meteorological information on
the typhoon

(Hereafter, appropriate information
on the storm will be released.)

An announcement of the probability
of entering the storm area
An announcement will be made to
areas where the probability of entering
the storm area will be 0.5% or more
within 72 hours (every 6 hours).

Gale warning, heavy
rain advisory, etc.

A typhoon has struck.
Typhoon Information (every hour)

When the typhoon center enters within
300 km from the coastline of Japan, a
message like “Typhoon No. XX has hit
near XX City around [time], [day]” will be
announced.

Windstorm warning, heavy rain warning, etc.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Meteorological information

Typhoon
condition

Wind strength and how it blows
10 or more but below 15

15 or more but below 20

Strong breeze

Moderate gale

Impact on
people

It becomes hard to walk
toward the wind.
You can’t put an umbrella up.

You can’t walk toward
the wind.
Some people fall down.

Outdoors and
the situation
of trees

Whole trees shake.
Electric wires make sound.

25 or more but below 30

30 or more

Strong gale
You fall down if you do
not struggle to stay on
your feet

Twigs break.

Storm
You can’t stand.
Outdoor activities are dangerous.

Trees start to fall down.

On highways, the sense
of being grabbed by side
winds increases, making
it difficult to drive at
normal speed.

It becomes dangerous to continue driving a car.

Intensity and manner of rainfall
Hourly precipitation
rate (mm)
Meteorological
terms

10 or more, below 20

20 or more, below 30

30 or more, below 50

50 or more, below 80

80 and more

Strong breeze

Moderate gale

Gale

Strong gale

Storm

Pouring rain

Downpours

Impact on people

Your feet get wet by water
bouncing off the ground.

You get wet even when you put an umbrella up.

Outdoor condition

Risk of disaster

Puddles cover the ground.

This level of rain, if
prolonged, should not
be ignored either.

Flooding from ditches,
sewers and creeks, and
the occurrence of
minor landslides.

Torrents

Pours like a waterfall.
(Keeps roaring down)

Gives a stifling sense
of oppression, bringing
a feeling of fear.

An umbrella is completely useless.

Roads become like
rivers.

Spraying of water makes the whole atmosphere
whitish and the visibility worsens.

The likelihood of
landslides increases, and
it is necessary to prepare
for evacuation in
landslide-prone areas.

Water is flooding out of
manholes. A soil or rock
avalanche is likely to
occur. Various types of
disaster may be expected.

The occurrence of a
substantial rain-induced
disaster is highly likely,
and a close watch and
vigilance are required.

Preparations for Disasters

Human perception

Other Disaster Countermeasures

While in a car

The angle between a
windsock and the road is
horizontal (10 m/sec). You get
a feeling that your passenger
car is being grabbed by side
winds on expressways.

20 or more but below 25

Earthquake Countermeasures

Average wind
speed (m/sec)
Meteorological
terms
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Information on the Water Level of Rivers

Confirmation of the Water Level and the Alert Level of the Flood
In Mizuho City, in addition to large rivers such as the Ibi, Neo and Nagara Rivers, small and-medium-sized rivers such as the
Itonuki and Sai Rivers flow. Not only rain falling in the city, but also heavy rain at the upper section of rivers may lead to a higher
water level of the river, and there is a risk of flooding (inundation by river water) due to a burst in a dike. Also, when natural
drainage of rain which has fallen around Mizuho City becomes difficult, flooding disasters (inundation inside a levee) in the
urban area and of farmland are assumed.

Precipitation Information
Typhoon and
Flood Measures

“Precipitation Information” can be checked on the
Internet. See p. 4 “River disaster management
information released by the Gifu Prefectural
Government”.

Real time information on the situation of rain falling in the city and the upper
section of rivers is available in the river disaster management information
released by the Gifu Prefectural Government and the Japan Meteorological
Agency’s website. So, get information as needed.

Information on River Water Levels
As for large rivers such as the Ibi, Neo and Nagara Rivers, and small and medium-sized rivers such as the Itonuki and Sai Rivers,
information such as the water level and the alert level of the flood are available as needed.

(For rivers that have a large basin area, flood forecasting for is possible, and there is risk of huge damage due to flooding.)

Other Disaster Countermeasures

The Ibi, Neo and Nagara Rivers are
designated as Rivers for Which Water
Level Information Is Communicated,
and Designated River Flood Forecasts
(four types) will be announced.
Evacuate promptly according to
evacuation information together with
weather warnings and advisories, and
the risk map of flood warning.

River name

Ibi River
Neo River
Nagara River

● Example of the Ibi River (Okajima Weather Station)
Miwa, Ibigawa Town

Danger stage: 4.10 m

Shimookajima,
Ibigawa Town

Weather station
name
Okajima
(Ibigawa Town)
Mangoku
(Ogaki City)
Yamaguchi
(Ono Town)
Chusetsu
(Gifu City)
Sunomata
(Ogaki City)

Flood control
team standby stage

Alert
stage

Evacuation
stage

Danger
stage

0.50 m

1.30 m

3.40 m

4.10 m

2.50 m

4.00 m

5.80 m

6.40 m

1.40 m

2.20 m

3.50 m

3.90 m

1.00 m

2.00 m

5.30 m

5.50 m

2.50 m

4.00 m

7.20 m

7.70 m

● Example of Neo River (Yamaguchi Weather Station)
Yamaguchi, Motosu City
Danger stage: 3.90 m

Water level that poses a risk of flooding
of river

Preparations for Disasters

Watermark value (water level)

Earthquake Countermeasures
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● Rivers for Which Water Level Information Is Communicated

Oaza Inatomi,
Ono Town

Water level that poses a risk of flooding
of river

Evacuation stage: 3.40 m

Evacuation stage: 3.50 m

Alert stage: 1.30 m

Alert stage: 2.20 m

Flood control team standby stage: 0.50 m

Flood control team standby stage: 1.40 m

Water level that is an indication for
evacuation information announcement

Water level that is an indication for
evacuation information announcement

Water level at which to become alarmed
about flooding of the river

Water level at which to become alarmed
about flooding of the river
Water level to let flood control teams
stand by

Water level to let flood control teams
stand by

Gauge zero 38.0 m (elevation)
Water level at 2 PM: -0.9 m

No change

*Different horizontal and vertical scaling.
*The values of the watermark and the gauge zero are rounded off at the second decimal place.

Gauge zero 47.4m (elevation)

Water level at 2:10 PM: -0.5 m

No change

*Different horizontal and vertical scaling.
*The values of the watermark and the gauge zero are rounded off at the second decimal place.

“Precipitation Information of Rivers for which Water Level Information is Communicated” can be checked on the Internet.
Please see p. 4 “River disaster management information released by the Gifu Prefectural Government”.

Types of Designated River Flood Forecasts and Risk Levels
Risk Level

Flood Occurrence
Information
Flood Warning
Information

City Government’s
Action

Actions to be Taken
by Citizens, Etc.

5
4
(Warning)

Danger stage

3
(Caution)
Evacuation stage

2
(Note)

Flood Note
Information

Evacuation completed

Flood Occurrence

Alert stage

Announcement of
evacuation
recommendations, etc.

Immediately evacuate to
a designated emergency
evacuation location.

Evacuation preparation
of elderly and other
vulnerable people.
Start evacuation.

Vulnerable people who need
time for evacuation and
their supporters should
start evacuation.

Attendance of
flood fighting
management body

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Flood Caution
Information

Water Level

1

Flood Occurrence
Information of XX River
(Flood Warning)

Announcement Criteria

Stage of action to be taken by municipalities and citizens
Stage to call for caution to flooding

Flood Warning Information
of XX River
(Flood Warning)

Reaching the danger level (Level 4)

Situation in which it would not be surprising for
flooding to occur anytime
Stage to require action in response to the occurrence
of flooding such as evacuation (equivalent to
evacuation recommendations)

Flood Caution Information
of XX River
(Flood Warning)

When it is expected that the danger level (Level 4) will be reached in a
certain time, or when the evacuation stage water level (Level 3) was
reached and the water level is expected to rise further.

Stage to require caution in response to the occurrence
of flooding such as evacuation preparation
(equivalent to evacuation preparation, elderly and
vulnerable people, start evacuation)

Flood Note Information of
XX River (Flood Advisory)

When the flood note water level (Level 2) was reached and the water
level is expected to rise further.

Stage to require note in response to the occurrence
of flooding

●Rivers for which the water level is known

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Occurrence of flooding (Level 5) (flood forecast)

Earthquake Countermeasures

Flood Forecast Title (Types)

(Rivers that have a small basin area. Flood forecasting for them is difficult, but there is a risk of considerable damage due to flooding.)

Preparations for Disasters

The Sai, Itonuki and Ijira Rivers are designated as rivers for which the water level is known, and when their water levels reach the
evacuation stage and danger stage,
information will be announced.
Flood control
Alert
Evacuation Danger
team standby stage
Also, as for small and medium-sized rivers
River name
Weather station name
stage
stage
stage
such as the Goroku, Nakagawa and Tenno
Rivers, crisis-management-type water-level
2.40 m
1.50 m
1.80 m
2.30 m
Sai River
Jyuhachijo (Mizuho City)
gauges have been sequentially installed by
the Gifu Prefectural Government, and an
Itonuki River
Kitagata (Kitagata Town)
2.60 m
1.40 m
2.00 m
2.20 m
“evacuation judgment reference water level”
which becomes one of the judgment criteria
Ijira River
Ijira (Yamagata City)
1.30 m
1.70 m
2.20 m
2.50 m
for evacuation is set.
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Risk
RiskMap
MapofofFlood
FloodWarning
Warning

Risk
Risk
Map
Map
of of
Flood
Flood
Warning
Warning
“Risk“Risk
MapMap
of Flood
of Flood
Warning”
Warning”
is new
is new
disaster
disaster
prevention
prevention
weather
weather
information
information
provided
provided
by the
byJapan
the Japan
Meteorological
Meteorological
Agency
Agency
fromfrom
July July
2017.2017.
Regarding
Regarding
smallsmall
and and
medium-sized
medium-sized
riversrivers
otherother
thanthan
Rivers
Rivers
for which
for which
Water
Water
LevelLevel
Information
Information
is Communicated,
is Communicated,
it it
displays
displays
the risk
the risk
of flood
of flood
disaster
disaster
color-coded
color-coded
in 5 in
levels
5 levels
for each
for each
riverriver
on the
on map
the map
up toup3 to
hours
3 hours
ahead.
ahead.
SinceSince
it is constantly
it is constantly
updated
updated
everyevery
10 minutes,
10 minutes,
you can
you see
can where
see where
the risk
the of
riskflood
of flood
damage
damage
is increasing
is increasing
in theinriver.
the river.
Japan
Japan
Meteorological
Meteorological
Agency’s
Agency’s
website
website
You can
You check
can check
it in real
it in real
time.time.

https://www.jma.go.jp/jp/suigaimesh/flood.html
https://www.jma.go.jp/jp/suigaimesh/flood.html

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Colors
Colors
used
used
in the
in the
RiskRisk
MapMap
of Flood
of Flood
Warning
Warning
andand
their
their
meanings
meanings

Earthquake Countermeasures

The The
Risk Risk
Map Map
of Flood
of Flood
Warning
Warning
is is
information
information
that that
indicates
indicates
the increase
the increase
in in
the risk
the risk
of flood
of flood
disaster
disaster
occurrence
occurrence
of of
smallsmall
and and
medium-sized
medium-sized
riversrivers
that that
are are
not not
the the
target
target
of announcements
of announcements
of of
Designated
Designated
RiverRiver
FloodFlood
Forecast
Forecast
by color
by color
coding
coding
in five
in stages.
five stages.
In consideration
In consideration
of of
the the
timetime
and and
preparation
preparation
required
required
for for
evacuation,
evacuation,
it isit color-coded
is color-coded
usingusing
predicted
predicted
values
values
up toup3 to
hours
3 hours
ahead,
ahead,
so so
whenwhen
a flood
a flood
warning
warning
or the
or the
like like
is is
announced,
announced,
you can
you see
canwhere
see where
the risk
the of
risk of
floodflood
damage
damage
is increasing
is increasing
in theinriver.
the river.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Meaning
Meaning
of Colors
of Colors

Extremely
Extremely
dangerous
dangerous
VeryVery
dangerous
dangerous

RiskRisk
MapMap
of Flood
of Flood
Warning
Warning
(Examples
(Examples
of Other
of Other
Areas)
Areas)

Description
Description

An extremely
An extremely
dangerous
dangerous
condition
condition
that has
that already
has already
reached
reached
a level
a level
comparable
comparable
to thattoatthat
theattime
the of
time
a major
of a major
flood flood
disaster
disaster
in theinpast
the and
past and
that athat
major
a major
flood disaster
flood disaster
is already
is already
likely likely
to occur.
to occur.

Preparations for Disasters

The situation
The situation
in which
in which
the water
the water
level of
level
a small
of a small
or medium-sized
or medium-sized
river river
Evacuation
Evacuation
recommendations
recommendations
has risen
has and
risenisand
expected
is expected
to flood,
to flood,
and it and
is highly
it is highly
likely to
likely
be atomajor
be a major
flood flood
if the ifwater
the water
level exceeds
level exceeds
disaster.
disaster.
Immediately
Immediately
start evacuation
start evacuation
if the water
if the water
level exceeds
level exceeds
the flood
the flood
the flood
the flood
note water
note water
level level
note water
note water
level, level,
etc. etc.

The situation
The situation
in which
in which
the water
the water
level of
level
a small
of a small
or medium-sized
or medium-sized
river river Evacuation
Evacuation
preparation,
preparation,
has risen
has risen
and isand
expected
is expected
to flood,
to flood,
and itand
is likely
it is likely
to be toa major
be a major
flood floodelderly
elderly
and vulnerable
and vulnerable
people
people
disaster.
Prepare
Prepare
for evacuation
for evacuation
and take
and early
take early
actionaction
if the ifwater
the water
level level should
should
startstart
evacuation
evacuation
Warning
Warning
(warning
(warning
grade)
grade) disaster.
exceeds
exceeds
the flood
the control
flood control
team team
standby
standby
stage,stage,
etc. etc.
whenwhen
it exceeds
it exceeds
the flood
the flood
ElderlyElderly
and vulnerable
and vulnerable
peoplepeople
shouldshould
start evacuation
start evacuation
immediately.
immediately.
control
control
team team
standby
standby
stage.stage.
attention
Pay attention
to future
to future
information,
information,
surrounding
surrounding
conditions,
conditions,
and how
and how
Caution
Caution
(advisory
(advisory
grade)
grade) Pay
it rains.
it rains.

Pay Pay
attention
attention
to future
to future
information,
information,
etc.etc.

Take note
Takeofnote
future
of future
information,
information,
surrounding
surrounding
conditions,
conditions,
and how
andithow
rains.
it rains.

For detailed
For detailed
explanation
explanation
of theofexample
the example
of evacuation
of evacuation
procedures,
procedures,
refer to
refer
thistoknowledge
this knowledge
and explanation
and explanation
page. page.
Risk Map
RiskofMap
Flood
of Flood
Warning
Warning
http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/kishou/know/bosai/riskmap_flood.html
http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/kishou/know/bosai/riskmap_flood.html
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Evacuation
Evacuation
Information
Information
That May
ThatBe
May
Issued
Be Issued
by thebyMunicipality
the Municipality

Typhoons
and Floods

Flood Inundation Risk Areas (Planned Scale)

About Flood Inundation Risk Areas (Planned Scale)
Preconditions, Etc.
・ As for rivers managed by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism (MLIT), the following rainfalls are assumed as heavy rain to occur about
once in 100 years.
River name

Probability

Rainfall amount that is the premise of the designation

Nagara River

Once/100 years

Total rainfall along the Nagara River for 12 hours: 243 mm

Ibi River

Once/100 years

Total rainfall along the Ibi River for 2 days: 395 mm

Ijira River

Once/100 years

Total rainfall along the Ijira River for 6 hours: 240 mm

Neo River

Once/100 years

Total rainfall along the Ibi River for 2 days: 325 mm

・ As for rivers managed by the Gifu Prefectural Government, the following rainfall
amounts are assumed as heavy rain to occur about once in several decades.
Probability

Rainfall amount that is the premise of the designation

Itonuki River

River name

Once/50 years

Total rainfall along the Itonuki River for 24 hours: 247 mm

Sai River

Once/80 years

Total rainfall along the Sai River for 24 hours: 306 mm

Goroku River

Once/80 years

Total rainfall along the Goroku River for 24 hours: 306 mm

Nakagawa River Once/30 years

Total rainfall along the Nakagawa River for 24 hours: 263 mm

Tenno River

Total rainfall along the Tenno River for 24 hours: 247 mm

Once/50 years

Neo River

Tenno River
Ijira River

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Itonuki River

Colors for flood depth
Standard
5.0 m

Sai River

3.0 m

Goroku River

Ibi River

Nakagawa River

5 m or more
Evacuate from three-story buildings

3 m or more to less than 5 m
Evacuate from two-story buildings
N

0.5 m or more to less than 3 m
W

Evacuate from one-story buildings

S

Less than 0.5 m
Flooding below floor level

Nagara River

E

0

500

Preparations for Disasters

0.5 m

Explanatory note of flooding depth

Earthquake Countermeasures

All Rivers Integrated
Version

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Before the revision of the Flood Prevention Law, Flood
Inundation Risk Areas were designated on the assumption
of heavy rains which occur from once every several
decades to every 100 years. After revision, Flood
Inundation Risk Areas are designated based on river
floods due to the largest expected rainfall.
As before, this map displays Flood Inundation Risk
Areas and inundation depth when each river overflows
due to heavy rains (expected scale) which occurs from
once every several decades to every 100 years. As for
inundation depth, all Flood Inundation Risk Area maps
(expected scale) of each river were superposed, and the
largest value of inundation depth was adopted.

1000m
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Typhoons
and Floods

Flood Inundation Risk Areas (Assumed Largest Scale)

About Flood Inundation Risk Areas (Assumed Largest Scale)
This map displays flood inundation risk areas and inundation depth when each river overflows due to largest scale heavy rain which
occurs about once every 1,000 years. As for inundation depth, all flood inundation risk area map (assumed largest scale) of each river
were superposed, and the largest value of inundation depth was adopted.

Areas That Require Early Evacuation

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

The “house collapse risk areas (flood inundation and bank erosion)” in the
explanatory notes on the right means areas where there is a risk of occurrence
of an intense flood flow which collapses wooden houses during floods, and
where there is a high risk of bank erosion and house collapse. Also, in areas
where the flood depth exceeds 5 m, there is a risk of flooding up to second floor.
As these areas require early evacuation, evacuate promptly when evacuation
recommendations, flood warning information, etc. are announced.
House Collapse Risk Areas (Flood Inundation)

House Collapse Risk Areas

Explanatory notes

House Collapse
Risk Areas
(Flood
Inundation)

Evacuate from wooden
houses because there is a
risk of collapse due to flood
flow following collapse of
the river embankment, etc.

House Collapse Evacuate from (wooden and
non-wooden) houses because
Risk Areas
(Bank Erosion) there is a risk of collapse due
to bank erosion.

House Collapse Risk Areas (Bank Erosion)

Levee break
Bank erosion

Earthquake Countermeasures

Levee
River

River
House Collapse Risk Areas
(Flood Inundation)

House Collapse Risk Areas
(Bank Erosion)

All Rivers Integrated
Version

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Colors for flood depth

Neo River

Tenno River
Ijira River

Standard
5.0 m

Itonuki River
3.0 m

0.5 m

Sai River

Preparations for Disasters

Explanatory note of flooding depth

Ibi River

5 m or more
Evacuate from three-story buildings

3 m or more to less than 5 m

Nakagawa River

Evacuate from two-story buildings

0.5 m or more to less than 3 m
Evacuate from one-story buildings
N
W

Less than 0.5 m

Nagara River

E
S

Flooding below floor level
0
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Goroku River

500

1000m

Typhoons
and Floods

Flood Inundation Risk Area Map (Assumed Largest Scale)
Colors for flood depth
Standard
5.0 m

3.0 m

0.5 m

Explanatory note of flooding depth
House Collapse Risk Areas
(Flood Inundation)
Evacuate from wooden houses
because there is a risk of collapse
due to flood flow following collapse
of the river embankment, etc.

House Collapse Risk Areas
(Bank Erosion)
Evacuate from (wooden and nonwooden) houses because there is a
risk of collapse due to bank erosion.

5 m or more

Assumed Flood Depth

・ This map displays the flood inundation risk
areas in the case of the largest possible
rainfall designated by the provision of the
Flood Prevention Law and the inundation
depth assumed when flooded regarding the
flood forecast section of the Ibi River (Kiso
River System).
・ Rainfall that is the premise of designation:
Total rainfall along the Ibi River for 2 days:
667 mm

House Collapse Risk Areas

Ibi River

Evacuate from three-story buildings

3 m or more to less than 5 m
Evacuate from two-story buildings

0.5 m or more to less than 3 m
Evacuate from one-story buildings

Less than 0.5 m
Flooding below floor level

Neo River

Itonuki River

Goroku River

Ibi River

Nakagawa
River

W

Nagara River
E

S
0

500

1000m

Preparations for Disasters

N

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Sai River

Earthquake Countermeasures

Ijira River

Tenno River

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Ibi River

This flood inundation risk area map forecasts the situation of inundation when each river overflows by flooding with the largest possible rainfall, considering the development situation of the river channel of each river through simulation.
Also, even in areas not designated as flood inundation risk areas, inundation may occur, or assumed water depth may be different from actual inundation depth because in the execution of this simulation, the flooding of tributary rivers
(due to levees breaking), flooding due to rainfall of a size exceeding the rainfall that is the premise of the simulation and flooding, etc. due to a high tide and inland water were not taken into consideration.
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Typhoons
and Floods

Flood Inundation Risk Area Map (Assumed Largest Scale)
Colors for flood depth
Standard
5.0 m

3.0 m

0.5 m

Explanatory note of flooding depth
House Collapse Risk Areas
(Flood Inundation)
Evacuate from wooden houses
because there is a risk of collapse
due to flood flow following collapse
of the river embankment, etc.

House Collapse Risk Areas
(Bank Erosion)
Evacuate from (wooden and nonwooden) houses because there is a
risk of collapse due to bank erosion.

5 m or more

Assumed Flood Depth

・ This map displays the flood inundation risk
areas in the case of the largest possible
rainfall designated by the provision of the
Flood Prevention Law and the inundation
depth assumed when flooded regarding the
flood forecast section of the Neo River (Kiso
River System).
・ Rainfall that is the premise of designation:
Total rainfall along the Ibi River for 2 days:
667 mm

House Collapse Risk Areas

Neo River

Evacuate from three-story buildings

3 m or more to less than 5 m
Evacuate from two-story buildings

0.5 m or more to less than 3 m
Evacuate from one-story buildings

Less than 0.5 m
Flooding below floor level

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Neo River

Neo River

Ijira River

Earthquake Countermeasures

Tenno River

Itonuki River

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Sai River

Goroku River

Ibi River

Nakagawa
River

Preparations for Disasters

N
W

Nagara River
E

S
0

500

1000m

This flood inundation risk area map forecasts the situation of inundation when each river overflows by flooding with the largest possible rainfall, considering the development situation of the river channel of each river through simulation.
Also, even in areas not designated as flood inundation risk areas, inundation may occur, or assumed water depth may be different from actual inundation depth because in the execution of this simulation, the flooding of tributary rivers
(due to levees breaking), flooding due to rainfall of a size exceeding the rainfall that is the premise of the simulation and flooding, etc. due to a high tide and inland water were not taken into consideration.
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Typhoons
Typhoons
and and
Floods
Floods

Flood
FloodInundation
InundationRisk
RiskArea
AreaMap
Map(Assumed
(Assumed
Largest
Largest
Scale)
Scale)
Colors
Colors
for flood
for flood
depth
depth

3.0 m

0.5 m

5.0 m

3.0 m

0.5 m

EvacuateEvacuate
from wooden
from wooden
houses houses
becausebecause
there is there
a riskisofa collapse
risk of collapse
due to flood
due to
flow
flood
following
flow following
collapsecollapse
of the river
of the
embankment,
river embankment,
etc.
etc.

House Collapse
House Collapse
Risk Areas
Risk Areas
(Bank Erosion)
(Bank Erosion)

EvacuateEvacuate
from (wooden
from (wooden
and nonand nonwooden)wooden)
houses because
houses because
there is there
a
is a
risk of collapse
risk of collapse
due to bank
due erosion.
to bank erosion.

5 m or more
5 m or more

Assumed Flood Depth

5.0 m

Explanatory
Explanatory
note ofnote
flooding
of flooding
depth depth
House Collapse
House Collapse
Risk Areas
Risk Areas
(Flood Inundation)
(Flood Inundation)

Assumed Flood Depth

StandardStandard

House Collapse Risk Areas

map map
displays
displays
the flood
the flood
inundation
inundation
risk risk
・ This
・ This
areasareas
in the
in case
the case
of the
of largest
the largest
possible
possible
rainfall
rainfall
designated
designated
by the
by provision
the provision
of the
of the
FloodFlood
Prevention
Prevention
Law Law
and and
the inundation
the inundation
depthdepth
assumed
assumed
whenwhen
flooded
flooded
regarding
regarding
the the
floodflood
forecast
forecast
section
section
of the
of Nagara
the Nagara
RiverRiver
(Kiso(Kiso
RiverRiver
System).
System).
that that
is theis premise
the premise
of designation:
of designation:
・ Rainfall
・ Rainfall
TotalTotal
rainfall
rainfall
alongalong
the Nagara
the Nagara
RiverRiver
for for
12 hours:
12 hours:
421 mm
421 mm

House Collapse Risk Areas

Nagara
Nagara
RiverRiver

Evacuate from
Evacuate
three-story
from three-story
buildings buildings

3 m or more
3 mtoorless
morethan
to less
5 m than 5 m
Evacuate from
Evacuate
two-story
frombuildings
two-story buildings

0.5 m or more
0.5 mtoorless
more
thanto 3less
m than 3 m
Evacuate from
Evacuate
one-story
frombuildings
one-story buildings

Less than
Less
0.5than
m 0.5 m
Flooding below
Flooding
floorbelow
level floor level

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Nagara
Nagara
River
River

Neo Neo
RiverRiver

Ijira River
Ijira River

Earthquake Countermeasures

Tenno
Tenno
RiverRiver

Itonuki
Itonuki
RiverRiver

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Sai River
Sai River

Goroku
Goroku
RiverRiver

Ibi River
Ibi River

Nakagawa
Nakagawa
RiverRiver

0

0

N

W

E

S

S

500

500

Preparations for Disasters

W

N

Nagara
Nagara
RiverRiver
E

1000m

1000m

This flood
This
inundation
flood inundation
risk arearisk
maparea
forecasts
map forecasts
the situation
the situation
of inundation
of inundation
when each
when
river
each
overflows
river overflows
by flooding
by flooding
with thewith
largest
thepossible
largest possible
rainfall, rainfall,
considering
considering
the development
the development
situationsituation
of the river
of the
channel
river channel
of each river
of each
through
river through
simulation.
simulation.
Also, even
Also,
in areas
even in
notareas
designated
not designated
as flood as
inundation
flood inundation
risk areas,
riskinundation
areas, inundation
may occur,
mayoroccur,
assumed
or assumed
water depth
watermay
depth
be different
may be different
from actual
frominundation
actual inundation
depth because
depth because
in the execution
in the execution
of this simulation,
of this simulation,
the flooding
the flooding
of tributary
of tributary
rivers rivers
(due to levees
(due tobreaking),
levees breaking),
flooding flooding
due to rainfall
due to of
rainfall
a sizeofexceeding
a size exceeding
the rainfall
the that
rainfall
is the
that
premise
is the premise
of the simulation
of the simulation
and flooding,
and flooding,
etc. dueetc.
to a due
hightotide
a high
andtide
inland
andwater
inlandwere
water
notwere
takennotinto
taken
consideration.
into consideration.
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Typhoons
and Floods

Flood Inundation Risk Area Map (Assumed Largest Scale)
Sai River

Colors for flood depth
Standard
5.0 m

Neo River

Tenno River

3.0 m

Ijira River

Itonuki River

0.5 m

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

House Collapse Risk Areas

Explanatory note of flooding depth
House Collapse Risk Areas
(Flood Inundation)

Sai River

Evacuate from wooden houses
because there is a risk of collapse
due to flood flow following collapse
of the river embankment, etc.

Goroku River

House Collapse Risk Areas
(Bank Erosion)

Ibi River

Evacuate from (wooden and nonwooden) houses because there is a
risk of collapse due to bank erosion.

5 m or more

Nakagawa
River

Earthquake Countermeasures

Assumed Flood Depth

Evacuate from three-story buildings

3 m or more to less than 5 m
Evacuate from two-story buildings

N

0.5 m or more to less than 3 m
Evacuate from one-story buildings

W

E

Nagara River

S

Less than 0.5 m
Flooding below floor level

0

500

1000m

Goroku River
Neo River

Tenno River

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Ijira River

Itonuki River

Sai River

Goroku River

Goroku River
Ibi River

Preparations for Disasters

Nakagawa
River

N
W

E

Nagara River

S
0

500

1000m

Sai River
・ This map displays the flood
inundation risk areas in the case
of the largest possible rainfall
designated by the provision of the
Flood Prevention Law and the
inundation depth assumed when
flooded regarding the water level
known section of the Sai River
(Kiso River System).
・ Rainfall that is the premise of
designation: Total rainfall along
the Sai River for 24 hours: 836 mm

・ This map displays the flood
inundation risk areas in the case of
the largest possible rainfall assumed
by a method based on the provision
of the Flood Prevention Law and the
inundation depth assumed when
flooded regarding the managed by
the Gifu Prefectural Government
management section of the Goroku
River (Kiso River System).
・ Rainfall that is the premise of
designation: Total rainfall along
the Goroku River for 24 hours:
836 mm

This flood inundation risk area map forecasts the situation of inundation when each river overflows by flooding with the largest possible rainfall, considering the development situation of the river channel of each river through simulation.
Also, even in areas not designated as flood inundation risk areas, inundation may occur, or assumed water depth may be different from actual inundation depth because in the execution of this simulation, the flooding of tributary rivers
(due to levees breaking), flooding due to rainfall of a size exceeding the rainfall that is the premise of the simulation and flooding, etc. due to a high tide and inland water were not taken into consideration.
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House Collapse
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Assumed Flood Depth
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Flood Inundation Risk Area Map (Assumed Largest Scale)

Colors for flood depth

Tenno River

Standard
5.0 m

Neo River

Tenno River

3.0 m

Ijira River

Itonuki River

0.5 m

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

House Collapse Risk Areas

Explanatory note of flooding depth
House Collapse Risk Areas
(Flood Inundation)

Sai River

Evacuate from wooden houses
because there is a risk of collapse
due to flood flow following collapse
of the river embankment, etc.

Goroku River

House Collapse Risk Areas
(Bank Erosion)

Ibi River

Evacuate from (wooden and nonwooden) houses because there is a
risk of collapse due to bank erosion.

5 m or more

Nakagawa
River

Earthquake Countermeasures

Assumed Flood Depth

Evacuate from three-story buildings

3 m or more to less than 5 m
Evacuate from two-story buildings

N

0.5 m or more to less than 3 m
Evacuate from one-story buildings

W

E

Nagara River

S

Less than 0.5 m
Flooding below floor level

0

500

1000m

Tenno River

Ijira River
Neo River

Tenno River

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Ijira River

Itonuki River

Sai River
Goroku River

Ijira River

Ibi River
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Nakagawa
River

N
W

E

Nagara River

S
0

500

・ This map displays the flood
inundation risk areas in the case of
the largest possible rainfall assumed
by a method based on the provision of
the Flood Prevention Law and the
inundation depth assumed when
flooded regarding the managed by the
Gifu
Prefectural
Government
management section of the Tenno
River (Kiso River System).
・ Rainfall that is the premise of
designation: Total rainfall along the
Tenno River for 24 hours: 836 mm

・ This map displays the flood
inundation risk areas in the case
of the largest possible rainfall
designated by the provision of the
Flood Prevention Law and the
inundation depth assumed when
flooded regarding the water level
known section of the Ijira River
(Kiso River System).
・ Rainfall that is the premise of
designation: Total rainfall along
the Ijira River for 6 hours: 430 mm

1000m

This flood inundation risk area map forecasts the situation of inundation when each river overflows by flooding with the largest possible rainfall, considering the development situation of the river channel of each river through simulation.
Also, even in areas not designated as flood inundation risk areas, inundation may occur, or assumed water depth may be different from actual inundation depth because in the execution of this simulation, the flooding of tributary rivers
(due to levees breaking), flooding due to rainfall of a size exceeding the rainfall that is the premise of the simulation and flooding, etc. due to a high tide and inland water were not taken into consideration.
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Difference between Inundation Inside a Levee and
Inundation by River Water

Inundation Inside a Levee and Inundation by River Water
Inundation Inside a Levee

Inundation by River Water

When heavy rain falls, the rainfall may exceed the
drainage capacity of gutters and sewers, and the water
level of the river may rise and the drainage system may
not function. In this way, a state where the rainfall is not
drained properly and the water overflows within an area
is called "Inundation Inside a Levee".

River

Depending on the amount of rainfall, an inundation
inside a levee can occur anywhere in the city, such as
areas where the altitude is low or along a river.

Although the inundation area differs depending on which
river flooded, however, in general, the lower the land and
nearer to the river, the more likely it will be inundated
and the deeper the flood depth is.

Degree of
risk is
different

In general, the flow velocity is slow compared to the
inundation by river water, but there is a possibility that
the flow velocity may become faster in a local lowland or
a steep slope, etc., and it may be dangerous even if the
flood depth is shallow.

In general, the flow velocity of flooding caused by bank
overtopping, washout or a dike break is faster because it
rushes with enough energy to destroy even houses. Be
especially careful near rivers.

Relationship
between
inundation inside
a levee and
inundation by
river water

As mentioned above, there are differences between an inundation inside a levee and inundation by river water in the
method of occurrence and the flooded area, etc., but both are caused by heavy rain. Therefore, it does not mean that if
either occurs, the other will not occur, instead if either occurs, the other is likely to occur soon.

Preparations for Disasters

The flooded
area is
different.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

River

When the river water level rises due to heavy rain, water
may overflow over the embankment (bank overtopping),
or the embankment may be broken (washout or dike
break). An inundation caused in this way is called
“Inundation by River Water”.

Earthquake Countermeasures

The way of
occurrence
is different.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Flood
Occurrence
Image
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Inundations in the Past (Inundation Inside a Levee)

With the approach of Typhoon No. 21 that occurred in October
2017, a flood warning was issued in Mizuho City, and the city
suffered severe wind and heavy rain. In the city, due to the
influence of heavy rain, the water level of rivers and waterways
rose, and several roads were flooded. Especially for the Sai River
(Mori and Tanokami areas), the water level gauge recorded the
largest value of 2.28 m since its installation in 2002, and the fire
department and flood control teams sandbagged banks.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Inundation and Flood Spots by Typhoon No. 21 on October 23, 2017
Legend

Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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Inundation area
Flood spot

Houses flooded
below floor level
(Non-residential
house) 1 house

Houses flooded
below floor level
(Non-residential
house) 2 houses

Typhoons
and Floods

Areas Expected to Be Inundated Inside a Levee

This map is a simulation to determine the inundation area and maximum flood
depth when the largest possible rainfall (One hour maximum: 147.0 mm,
24 hours maximum: 974.3 mm) assumed for the area which includes Mizuho
City occurs in Mizuho City and the entire adjacent municipality.
The actual inundation area and flood depth may be larger than those in this
map since the following occasions are not taken into consideration: when
heavy rains exceed the assumption, when a river overflows and when pump
operation adjustment was conducted.
Roads are assumed flooded even in places that have no color in the map
and their expected flood depths are below 0.2 m.

Legend of Flood Inundation Risk Area

Flood inundation risk area with
more than 3 m
Flood inundation risk area with
50 cm or more and less than 3 m
Flood inundation risk area with
20 cm or more and less than
50 cm
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Sai River

Earthquake Countermeasures

Ijira River

Tenno River

Goroku River

Ibi River

Nagara River
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Nakagawa
River
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Preparation for Flood Disasters

Typhoon and Flood Measures Inside and Outside the House
Outside
the House

The arrival of typhoons and heavy rains should not be taken lightly even though they can be predicted. Heavy rain
and strong wind have brought us many of disasters. Please always be well prepared while being cautious.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Rain gutters and shutters

Roof

Are fallen leaves, earth and
sand blocking rain gutters?
Are there defective seams,
paint peeling and decay? Are
there any rattling or looseness
in the shutter?

Are there cracks, breaks, slippage
or misalignment of tiles? Are any
galvanized iron sheets out-turned or
misaligned?

Outer wall
Are there any cracks on a
mortar wall? Is there any
decay or loose boards on a
board wall? Are propane
gas cylinders well secured?

Balcony

Earthquake Countermeasures

Items with high risk of flying in
all directions such as potted
plants and laundry poles
should be moved indoors.

Window glass

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Are there any cracks or is there
rattling of the window frame? Also,
cover them with boards from
outside in preparation for flying
objects due to strong winds.

Street Gutters
Block wall
Are there any cracks or damaged parts?

Inside
the House
● Prepare a flashlight, portable radio, etc. in preparation for a blackout.
● Prepare things to bring in an emergency, such as valuables, in preparation for evacuation.
● Pay attention to meteorological information and information released by the city government.

Preparations for Disasters

● Avoid non-essential trips.
● Keep drinking water, etc. in preparation for suspension of water supply, etc.
● If there is a possibility of inundation, move daily necessities such as foodstuffs,
clothing and bedclothes to higher places.
● Vulnerable people such as the elderly, children and the sick, should evacuate early.
● Press the "d" button on the remote controller of the TV to watch the data broadcast.
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Remove garbage, earth
and sand from street
gutters to improve drainage
of rainwater.
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Accumulating
Accumulating
rainwater
rainwater
will spill
will over
spill over
roads,roads,
etc. etc.
without
without
beingbeing
drained.
drained.
ThereThere
is a is a
risk that
risk pedestrians
that pedestrians
will bog
will down
bog down
in thein the
water.water.
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The evacuation
The evacuation
rate rate
will increase
will increase
dramatically
dramatically
whenwhen
you see
you neighbors
see neighbors
evacuating
evacuating
or if or
there
if there
is a call
is a for
callevacuation
for evacuation
fromfrom
youryour
neighbors.
neighbors.
WhenWhen
an evacuation
an evacuation
recommendation
recommendation
or evacuation
or evacuation
orderorder
is issued,
is issued,
everyone
everyone
feelsfeels
anxiety.
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At that
At that
time,time,
youryour
courage
courage
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to on
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and take
and take
the initiative
the initiative
to evacuate
to evacuate
will save
will save
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lives.lives.
YourYour
evacuation
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will save
will save
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youryour
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the lives
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❸ Movement
❸ Movement
to nearby
to nearby
tall building
tall building
or strong
or strong
building,
building,
etc. etc.

StayStay
at aatSafe
a Safe
Place
Place
Inside
Inside
YourYour
House
House
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❶ Movement
❶ Movement
to antoevacuation
an evacuation
location
location
and and
refuge
refuge
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Things to keep in mind during an evacuation

Precautions to be taken when being forced to walk through flooded water
● The rough indication of walkable depth is
up to 50 cm for adults. Wait for a rescue
when the depth is deeper than that.

● It is very dangerous if the flow is fast,
even in shallow water. Wait for a
rescue without taking risky actions.

● Carry elderly people, physically
disabled people, etc. on your back
when evacuating.

Approximate
walkable
depth:

50 cm

Typhoon and
Flood Measures
Do not use umbrellas but wear
raincoats.

Clothes for Evacuation

Earthquake Countermeasures

Things to bring in
an emergency
should be
backpacked.

Wear gloves.

Walk with a long stick as a cane,
checking safety.
Under the water surface there may be
street gutters or obstacles, so be
careful when walking in the water.
● When deeply flooded, you may not
notice manholes and may be sucked in.

Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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● Do not get close to dangerous places
such as disconnected wires.

● Because flood water is mixed with
sewage, do not touch it unnecessarily.
Don’t
touch it!

Wear athletic shoes fastened with
shoestrings.
Going barefoot and wearing boots are
dangerous.

●Floating bags and baby bathtubs are
useful for infants.

Typhoons
and Floods

About Areas Where Inundation Continues for a Long Time

Regarding Mizuho City, there is a possibility that there will not be enough time for evacuation when levees break due to heavy rain at the
upper section of the Ibi, Neo or Nagara River, or when an inundation inside a levee occurs due to heavy rain around Mizuho City. Also, since
the duration of an inundation tends to be long, there is concern about the deterioration of the living environment when staying at home,
therefore it is important to evacuate promptly. In addition, keep a stock of food and drinking water and a portable toilet, etc. at all times.

Ibi River (Kiso River System)

Neo River (Kiso River System)

Neo River

Neo River
Ijira River

Tenno River
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● These maps show the inundation duration based on the provisions
of the Flood Prevention Law for the flood forecast sections of Ibi,
Neo and Nagara Rivers (Kiso River System).
● This inundation duration forecasts the situation of inundation
when Ibi River, Neo River or Nagara River overflows by flooding
with the largest possible rainfall, considering the development
situation of the river channel of each river through simulation.
● Also, the assumed inundation duration may be different from
actual duration because in the execution of this simulation, the
flooding of tributary rivers (due to levees breaking), flooding due to
rainfall of a size exceeding the rainfall that is the premise of the
simulation and flooding, etc. due to a high tide and inland water
were not taken into consideration.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Flood Inundation Risk Area Map
(Inundation Duration)

Earthquake Countermeasures

Nakagawa
River

500 1000m
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About Areas Where Inundation Continues for a Long Time

Deterioration of Living Environment When Staying at Home

Typhoon and
Flood Measures
Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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If you stay at your home and become
isolated at the time of flooding, the living
environment will deteriorate significantly
due to power outage, disruption of
communication and stoppage of water
service, with accompanying stoppage of
air conditioning and lighting, while
cooking facilities and flush toilets will
become unusable. Also, food and other
stockpiles at home are limited, and in
areas where the duration of inundation is
expected to be several days to several
weeks, health problems and in some
cases life crises may be expected. So
prompt evacuation is necessary.

Washing Cooking Bath

Toilet
The electric
pot doesn’t work.
Even cup noodles
can’t be prepared.

No water

Neither land lines
nor cellphones
work. What shall
I do?

Wheezing breath

Hot and
hungry…

Food inside the
fridge becomes
rotten with no
electricity.

The portable toilet
is full!
Neither TV nor
air conditioning
works.

mily
A f a f o ur
of

What You Need to Survive for Seven Days
B l a c k o u t
The minimum necessary stockpile for a family of four to
survive for seven days. After 3 days from the occurrence of a
disaster, the survival rate will drop significantly, so life saving
will be the top priority for 3 days from the occurrence of a
disaster. Since restoration of roads and cargo shipment to
refuges will be the priority after that, and restoration may be
delayed in the case of a large-scale disaster, stockpile food
and water so that you can survive for approximately 7 days.
Stockpile image

● Water 2.5 ℓ x 4 people x 7 days = 70 ℓ (2 ℓ x 35 bottles)

×7 days
● 3 meals per day × 4 people × 7 days = 84 meals

×7 days
● Urine, solid waste 1.5 ℓ × 4 people × 7 days = 42 ℓ (45 to 50 portable toilets)

The intensifying typhoon No. 21 that occurred in 2018 brought huge
damage including a large-scale blackout to the Kansai area. Also, a
large-scale blackout and water outage occurred in the entire area of
Hokkaido when the M6.7 earthquake occurred, centered in the
mid-eastern part of Hokkaido’s Iburi district. It is assumed that it
will take time to restore essential utilities when such a large-scale
blackout occurs.

Call for an Ambulance and Fire Engine (119)
Fixed-line phones may not be available during a blackout. In such
cases, call the 119 emergency number using a mobile phone or a
public phone.
Also, note that the emergency report system* may not work during
a blackout, so you may not be able to report to fire departments.
* A device that can automatically or manually notify a fire department, etc. when a fire or
emergency occurs.

Caution on Home Electric Appliances
If a blackout occurs while you are using electric equipment, turn off the
switch to prevent a fire when the power is restored, disconnect the
power cord from the outlet and turn off the breaker, just in case.

Preventing Being Trapped in an Elevator
If a blackout occurs while you are in an elevator, wait without opening the door
forcibly. If you are trapped in an elevator, call for help with the intercom.

Caution on Fire

×7 days

When using a portable gas stove or a candle, make sure that there are
no flammable items nearby and do not leave the place. Also, use a
flashlight as alternative lighting as much as possible.

Typhoons
and Floods

Drainage area, conditions of pump operation adjustment

Drainage Pump Station Information

Operation Adjustment of Drainage Pump

When stopping pump drainage

In Mizuho City, there are six discharge pump stations managed by the country and prefecture and three managed by the city.
Refer to the Hazard Map for each location.

During
Heavy Rain

Typhoons
and Floods

Points to consider when inundation occurs in semi-underground houses

Cautions for Semi-Underground Houses
What is SemiUnderground House?

◦ Rainwater can easily flow into the house from a road surface and there is a risk of flooding.
◦ Rainwater can easily flow into the house from a road surface and there is a risk of
flooding.

Sandbags, water bags

Water bars

◦Since the water level in the sewer pipe rises during heavy rain, if there are toilets and
baths in places lower than a road surface, sewage may flow back.
Install a drainage pump tank for sewage so that the sewage does not flow back.

Preparations for Disasters

If there is a risk of flooding, do not enter a
semi-underground room. Prepare sandbags,
water bags, water bars, etc. to prevent
flooding.

A semi-underground
house is defined by
the Building Standards
Act as a house whose
floor is below ground
level and the distance
from the floor to
ground level is more
than one-third of the
height of the ceiling of
that floor. Those that
fall under this definition
are generally referred to
as semi-underground.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Semi-Underground Houses and Basements

Earthquake Countermeasures

Pump station (under suspension)

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

If the river water level rises
due to heavy rain, the
operation of a pump may
have to be stopped to prevent
collapse of the river
embankment. This may
make inundation inside a
levee worse.
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Mechanism of Earthquake Occurrence

Earthquake Mechanism and Main Active Faults in Gifu Prefecture
The surroundings of the Japanese
archipelago have four plates (plateshaped hard crust), and they move in
certain directions at a speed of several
centimeters a year. The motion between
the plates at the plate boundary is the
cause of earthquakes. In Japan, the
following two kinds of earthquakes
mainly occur.

Continental plate

The crust in the land is also
“deviated” everywhere due to the
movement of the plate. There is a
possibility that these deviations may
move in the future, which is called an
“active fault”. Movement of this
active fault is an earthquake.

Oceanic plate

①

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Continental plate

Trench

A Subduction-Zone Earthquake
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Plates around Japan

Oceanic plate

The plate on the trench side descends
into the mantle, dragging the plate on the
continent side, and strain accumulates at
the boundary. When the strain reaches
the limit, the plate on the continent side
will spring up to return to the original
state and an earthquake will occur.
① The oceanic plate descends below the land.
② The tip of the continental plate is dragged
in and the strain accumulates.
③ When the strain reaches its limit, the tip
of the continental plate springs up and a
subduction-zone earthquake occurs.

②
Accumulation of distortion

Dragging

③

Tsunami occurrence

Springing up

Main Active Faults in Gifu Prefecture

Other Disaster Countermeasures

An active fault is a fault that may cause earthquakes repeatedly, and an inland
type earthquake occurs due to its activity. In Gifu Prefecture, there are
approximately 100 active faults that are the cause of inland type earthquakes
as far as we've grasped so far, and Gifu Prefecture is said to be one of the
areas where the most active faults are concentrated in Japan.

Ushikubi
fault zone 11

6

Shogawa 7
fault zone

List of Active Fault Survey Results
* Fault zones named by the Headquarters
for Earthquake Research Promotion
(Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology)

Preparations for Disasters

❶ Atera fault zone (Northern part)
❷ Takayama/Ohara fault zone (Kokufu fault zone)
Takayama/Ohara fault zone (Takayama fault zone)

❸ Enayama-Sanageyama fault zone
❹ Byoubuyama fault zone

❺ Yoro-Kuwana-Yokkaichi fault zone
❻ Atotsugawa fault zone

❼ Shogawa fault zone
❽ Sekigahara fault zone (Southern part)

❾ Neodani (Neo-Valley) fault zone
Nagara River upper section fault zone
Ushikubi fault zone
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An Active-Fault Earthquake (Inland Type)

The probability of an earthquake
occurring within 30 years
(reference date: January 1, 2008)

Atotsugawa fault zone

2 Takayama/Ohara fault zone
(Kokufu fault zone)
(Takayama fault zone)

Nagara River upper
section fault zone

Atera fault zone
(Northern part)

10

6.0 to 11.0%

1

Approximately 0 to 5.0%
0.7%
Approximately 0 to 2.0%
0.2 to 0.7%
Approximately 0 to 0.7%
Approximately 0%
Approximately 0%

Neodani
(Neo-Valley) 9
fault zone
Byoubuyama
fault zone 4

Sekigahara 8
fault zone
(Southern part)

3
Enayama/Sanageyama
fault zone

Unknown
5 Yoro-Kuwana-

Approximately 0%
Unknown
Approximately 0%

Mizuho City

Yokkaichi fault zone
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Estimation of Earthquake Damage in Mizuho City

Earthquake

Estimation of Earthquake Damage in Mizuho City
There are five types of earthquakes (Nankai Trough earthquake, Yoro-Kuwana-Yokkaichi fault zone earthquake, Atera fault zone
earthquake, Atotsugawa fault zone earthquake and Takayama/Ohara fault zone earthquake) that are currently considered to
affect Mizuho City. In 2012, the Gifu Prefectural Government estimated the earthquake damage by each type of earthquake as
follows:
Maximum of
the seismic
intensity

Assumed earthquakes

Building damage Building damage
(Completely
(Partially
destroyed)
destroyed)

Death toll
(Estimated
maximum)

Injured
(Estimated
maximum)

Rescuees
(Estimated
maximum)

Evacuees

Stranded
commuters

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Nankai Trough

“6 lower”

1,059

2,380

13

252

23

67

5,905

259

Yoro-Kuwana-Yokkaichi fault zone earthquake

“6 upper”

2,434

3,766

98

782

173

513

11,399

―

Atera fault zone earthquake

“5 upper”

59

166

0

15

0

0

367

―

Atotsugawa fault zone earthquake

“5 upper”

162

434

0

40

1

3

989

―

Takayama/Ohara fault zone earthquake

“5 upper”

110

277

0

21

0

0

646

―

FY 2011 to 2012 (Heisei 23 to 24) Gifu Prefecture Damage Assumption Survey due to Nankai Trough Megaquake, etc.

Earthquake Countermeasures

Seismic Intensity Distribution at the Time of Nankai Trough Megaquake
Seismic Intensity Distribution Map

Earthquake
intensity “6 lower”

Neo River

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Mieji

A large percentage of
the heavy furniture that
is not secured moves or
falls over.

Itonuki River

Sai River
Jukujo

Goroku River

JR Hozumi

Ibi River
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Tarumi Railway
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Seriously injured
(Estimated
maximum)

500

1000m

Since earthquakes occur
suddenly, how well you are
prepared for earthquakes
from day to day is important.
With reference to earthquake
countermeasures, etc. described
in this Disaster Prevention
Manual, prepare for earthquakes
and confirm refuges in advance
so that you can take
appropriate actions after an
earthquake occurs.

Earthquakes Predicted in Mizuho City

Earthquake

Map of Predicted Intensity by Region (Predictions on Seismic Intensity)
This “Map of Predicted Intensity by Region” shows the distribution of predicted seismic intensity within the city using 50-m
mesh topographical data, assuming the occurrence of an inland-type earthquake along the Yoro-Kuwana-Yokkaichi fault zone,
which is expected to have the greatest influence among the expected earthquakes in Mizuho City.
In calculating the seismic intensity, the distance from the earthquake fault and the ground condition of the area are taken
into consideration, but even if the size of an earthquake and the distance from the epicenter are the same, the degree of
shaking varies depending on the ground conditions. In this map, since the epicenters of the assumed earthquakes are in the
western part of the city, the degree of shaking in the western part of the city is displayed as relatively strong.

Seismic intensity
“6 upper”
Seismic intensity
“6 lower”

Neo River
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JR Tokaido Main Line

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Sai River

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Legend
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Liquefaction Phenomenon

Damage due to Liquefaction

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Liquefaction is a phenomenon that occurs in sandy ground containing a lot of
water. Before the earthquake occurs, the ground seems to be a hard surface
since sand grains are sticking and supporting each other, even though they
contain a lot of water in the gaps between the grains. However, once an
earthquake occurs and the ground vibrates strongly, the sand grains that have
been in contact with each other until just before the earthquake float in water
and the ground becomes like a swamp. When the shaking stops, the sand grains
become denser than before, and the water that was in between gushes out to
the surface of the ground. When the liquefaction phenomenon occurs, a building
standing on that ground sinks, manholes and pipes buried under the ground protrude from the ground, or the whole
ground moves downhill. The Great East Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011 also caused damage around the Tokyo Bay.

Regional Liquefaction Hazard Map of Mizuho City (Past Earthquake Maximum Model)
Earthquake Countermeasures

The risk of liquefaction is indicated by a liquefaction index (PL value), an index showing the degree of ground
liquefaction. The PL value is obtained by weighting the liquefaction strength (strength against shear stress) of each soil
layer in the depth direction and then adding them. This map, based on the PL value, describes in the following four
stages: “Liquefaction potential
is very high” (PL > 15), “Liquefaction
potential is high” (5 < PL ≦ 15),
N
“Liquefaction potential is low”
E
W
(0 < PL ≦ 5), and “Liquefaction
S
potential is quite low” (PL = 0).
Neo River
In this map, the risk of
liquefaction in the western
part of the city is relatively
Mieji
high, like the Map of Predicted
Itonuki River
Intensity by Region, due to the
epicenters of the assumed
earthquakes and the ground
condition of the area.
0

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Sai River
Jukujo

Goroku River
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1000m

JR Hozumi

Ibi River
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Yokoya

Liquefaction Legend

Liquefaction potential
is very high (PL > 15)
Liquefaction potential
is high (5 < PL ≦ 15)
Liquefaction potential
is low (0 < PL ≦ 5)
Liquefaction potential
is quite low (PL = 0)

Tarumi Railway
JR Tokaido Main Line

Nakagawa
River

Nagara River
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Timeline at Earthquake Occurrence

Action To Be Taken If an Earthquake Occurs
When a big earthquake occurs, a split-second decision may make the difference between life and death. In order to act
calmly, remember the actions to be taken when an earthquake occurs.

Earthquake
Occurrence

5 minutes

10 minutes to
several hours

At a refuge

● When leaving home, leave a note that tells your destination in
a prominent place.
● Again, make sure fire sources are turned off.
Turn off the gas at the main, pull electrical cords out of the
walls, and switch off electrical breakers.

● Fire fighting/rescue activities
Cooperate with neighbors to extinguish fires and conduct
rescue activities.
● Check for accurate information by radio, smartphone, etc.
● Evacuate if there is still a fear of collapsing houses, etc.
● Stay at a refuge, if there is a fear of collapsing houses, etc.
● Do not enter collapsed houses.
● Use your stored goods for the necessities of life.
● Collect disaster and damage information.
● Continue to be cautious of aftershocks.
● Act under the rules of voluntary organizations for disaster
prevention.
● Observe the rules of group living.
● Do not forget a spirit of mutual aid.

Preparations for Disasters

Third Day
On

● Check the latest information by radio, smartphone, etc.
● Evacuate if there is a fear of collapsing houses, etc.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

5-10 minutes

● Check to see that your neighbors or others nearby are OK.
Secure the safety of the elderly living alone and check on
houses where vulnerable people live by calling out actively.
● Be cautious of aftershocks.
Care must be taken since small aftershocks often occur after
main shock subsides.

Earthquake Countermeasures

3 minutes

● Make sure fire sources are turned off. Extinguish a fire immediately
after it starts.
● Confirm the safety of your family.
● Put on your shoes. (To protect your feet from shards of broken
glass, etc.)
● Locate things to bring in an emergency.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

1-2 minutes

● Be calm and protect yourself.
First, protect yourself by getting under a table or desk.
● Quickly extinguish fires. When the tremors are intense, do
not deal with fire. Instead, when a large tremor subsides,
handle fires.
● Secure an escape route by opening doors and windows.
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What to Do When an Earthquake Occurs

While indoors
At home

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

● If you feel a big tremor, get yourself
under a table or desk, giving top priority
to protecting yourself.
● Do not push yourself too hard to handle
fires.
● Wear shoes to avoid injury from shards
of glass, etc.
● Secure the safety of vulnerable people
such as infants, sick people, and elderly
people who need help.

Department Store or Supermarket
Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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● Cover your head with clothing or bags and get clear of
store shelves to avoid falling objects, and be cautious of
glass shards.
● Follow the store staff's instructions and act calmly.
Emergency Exit

Theater or Hall
● Crouching between the seats, protect your head from
falling objects with bags or clothing.
● If there is large lighting,
etc. above your head,
get clear of the spot.
● Follow the hall staff’s
instructions and act
calmly.

In the Elevator
● An elevator with an earthquake emergency operation
device automatically stops at the nearest floor, so get
off at that floor. As for an elevator without the device,
press the buttons of all floors and get off at the floor
where it stops.
● When confined, contact
help by the emergency
button or intercom, and
wait to be rescued.

Collective Housing
● Secure an escape route by opening doors and windows.
● Never use elevators for evacuation.

While Outdoors
On the Street

In a Train, Etc.

While Driving a Car
● Slow down gently
and pull over to the
left-hand side of
the road.
● Do not leave your car
until the earthquake
subsides. Listen to the
radio for information.
● If you must abandon
the car, be sure to leave the key inside and the doors unlocked.
Do not forget to bring valuables such as your car registration
and evacuate on foot.

When at School

● Get clear of the window, lockers, document shelves, etc.
and get under a desk or the like to protect yourself.
● When the shaking
subsides, make sure
to turn off the gas
boiler, etc.

Preparations for Disasters

● Follow instructions from teachers and school announcements.
When in a classroom, get under a desk, and hold tightly onto
the desk leg.
● Get clear of
bookshelves and
windows and
move to a safe
place.

When in the Work Place

Other Disaster Countermeasures

At School or a Work Place

Earthquake Countermeasures

● Watch out for stampedes and falling objects from
overhead racks, and hold tightly to a strap or handrail.
● When sitting, plant your feet firmly and crouch your upper
body down. Protect your head with a magazine, bag, or
the like.
● Do not get off arbitrarily.
Follow directions of
train crew in a calm
and orderly manner.

● Evacuate to a hill and
listen carefully to tsunami
information.
● Do not approach the
coast until advisories and
warnings are canceled.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

● Get clear of concrete-block walls and vending machines.
● Watch out for utility poles and hanging electric wires that
are likely to collapse.
● In downtown areas, beware of falling objects.
● Protect your head with
a bag or the like, and
evacuate to an empty
lot or nearby park.

Near the Coast
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Information on Evacuation

Evacuation Flow

Facing Fire
Hazards
Evacuate to a designated
emergency evacuation
location.

Evacuation
Recommendation/
Order

Evacuate to a
designated refuge.

Return home.

Earthquake Countermeasures

If You Suffer from a Disaster at Home
Four Criteria for Evacuation:

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Evacuation information
such as evacuation
recommendation was
announced.

Disaster prevention
information

There is a risk of fire, gas
leakage, and collapse of houses.

Deliveries of supplies have been
suspended and there is not
enough stockpiled to live on.

When you feel anxiety
to stay at home.

Evacuation
information

Priority to be given to life and mental health.

Preparations for Disasters
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Fire hazards
have been
eliminated.

Your home is safe.

What is the Current Situation?

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Earthquake Occurrence

When an earthquake disaster occurs, information on disasters such as “Earthquake Early Warning” will be broadcast by
the Mizuho City government. Pay attention to disaster information broadcasts from the city’s speakers (radio
communications for disaster prevention and administration), radio, television and so on.

After the earthquake, when the shaking subsides, first go out of your house and judge calmly
whether to evacuate.
Discuss with your family on a daily basis where to evacuate.

Life at Refuge
The experience of a major earthquake alone causes great unease and stress. In the case of life at a refuge that forces
you into an unfamiliar group life, further physical and mental troubles are more likely to occur. A spirit of mutual
assistance will let you overcome the difficulties.
Operated mainly by voluntary
organizations for disaster
prevention and evacuees

Observe the rules.

Help each other and show consideration for the
elderly, vulnerable people, and pregnant women.

If You Suffer from a Disaster Outside
Five Criteria for Staying at the Place without Returning Home:
There is no guarantee
that you can get water
or food on the way
home.

It is difficult to go
home on foot due to
the distance (over
10 km).

You are wearing shoes
that are hard to walk in.

There is no protection
against cold and you
have no rain gear
(when it is raining/
snowing).

You have a chronic
disease such as heart
disease or hypertension.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

The courage to stay
at the current place
is also important.

IfIf You
You Become
Become
aa Victim
Victim Unable
Unable to
to
Return
Return Home
Home

Calm down, and first
check the situation.

Confirm Safety
with Disaster Emergency
Message Dial 171.

Call out and help
each other.

Make sure to check the way to your home.
Discuss with family on
communication means, evacuation
route, etc. in advance.

Clothes for Evacuation
Protect your
head with
a helmet or
disaster
prevention hood.
Wear
longsleeved
outerwear.

You should make a Return Home Map!
Keep a pair of sneakers at work,
school and so on.
Stock emergency food at work,
school and so on.

When You Become a Victim Unable to Return Home
The Gifu Prefectural Government has concluded an
“Agreement on Support Station for Walking Home
Visitors” with convenience stores and various
commercial facilities to support people who must walk
home for a long distance. Visit shops where a support
station sticker is affixed when you have trouble with
water, toilets, road information, etc.

Wear long
pants.

Wear
stout
shoes.

After an earthquake, various things are
scattered on the floor and on the ground.
Also, since aftershocks will continue,
things may fall down on you at any time. If
your head or legs are injured it will be a big
burden for you to evacuate or take other
actions. Evacuate while protecting your head
and feet.
If you evacuate at night, a flashlight is
necessary. Be prepared to be to change
clothes according to changes in temperature.

Preparations for Disasters

Prepare items
(towels, pocket warmer, etc.)
to keep cold and hot away.

Have
nothing
in your
hands.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

A portable radio is an
essential item.

Prepare
Prepare for
for aa Case
Case
Where
Where You
You Will
Will Be
Be aa Victim
Victim
Unable
Unable to
to Return
Return Home.
Home.

Earthquake Countermeasures

If you return home, safety on the way home is most important. If you encounter a big tremor while you are out, it will be difficult to get home
since public transportation is stopped and the traffic of private cars is also restricted. In principle, the means of transportation are only on foot
or by bicycle. Considering the dangers of secondary disasters and falling accidents, it is important to stay at the current place as much as
possible until safety is ensured.
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Earthquake Countermeasures (indoor/outdoor)

Safety Measures Inside the House
Since an earthquake occurs all of a sudden, preparation from
day to day is important. Check inside and around the house.

■ Kitchen Stove

Do not place objects that are prone to
falling over or flammable materials.

■ Set a flashlight.

■ Bookshelves and cupboards

Set a flashlight at a prescribed position.

Secure tall furniture to the wall with
L-shaped brackets, etc. It is effective
to insert a board under the furniture
to make it lean against the wall or
pillar to which it is to be secured.

■ Bedroom

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Do not put tall furniture, etc.

■ Preventing TVs, Etc. from Falling
Over and Dropping

■ Doorways

Do not place them in high places. Also
secure them firmly or attach seismic
isolation sheets.

Do not place furniture, or other
objects that are prone to falling over,
in the passage to a doorway.

■ Heater

Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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Use a heater with an automatic extinguish
function, and do not place flammable
materials such as curtains around it.

■ Window Glass

Affix film to prevent glass from shattering.

Make a safe space as
an escape place
in the house.

Do not put furniture in
bedrooms or rooms where
children or the elderly stay

If you have several rooms, put furniture
together in a certain room where few
people come in and go out. If impossible,
rearrange furniture, etc. so that you can
make a safe space as much as possible.

An earthquake occurring while people
are sleeping is dangerous. Children
and the elderly may fail to escape.

The quickest countermeasure against
an earthquake is preventing furniture
from falling over.
Get together and share family members’
ideas to secure a safe life.
Points to Prevent Falling and Dropping of Furniture
Lighting equipment
Secure in several places with chains
and brackets. As for fluorescent
lamps, attach heat-resistant tape at
both ends of the fluorescent tube.

Place the furniture so that
it will not fall down.
If there are gaps between furniture and
walls or pillars, furniture will be prone
to fall down easily. Insert a board under
pieces of furniture to make them lean
against the walls and pillars and to be
secured.

Do not place anything in
doorways or passages so
that you can evacuate safely.
Avoid placing furniture or other objects
that tend to fall over in the passage to
a doorway such as an entrance.
Putting a variety of things at an entrance
may block the doorway.

Drawers and bookshelves
Secure them with L-shaped brackets or
bearer bars. As for furniture with a
two-tiered structure, securely connect
the joints with metallic fittings.

Cupboard
Secure them with L-shaped
brackets, etc., and lay a sheet or
dishcloth on the shelf boards so that
dishes will not slip. Place lighter
dishes on heavier ones.
Attach fasteners to prevent the
doors from opening.

Safety
Safety
Measures
Measures
Outside
Outside
thethe
House
House
The The
safety
safety
measures
measures
outside
outside
the house
the house
are are
alsoalso
veryvery
important.
important.
Be prepared
Be prepared
for for
an earthquake
an earthquake
by taking
by taking
measures
measures
beforehand
beforehand
fromfrom
timetime
to time.
to time.

■ Roof
■ Roof

■ Balcony
■ Balcony

Reinforce
Reinforce
an unstable
an unstable
roof roof
antenna
antenna
and roof
andtiles.
roof tiles.

Reorganize
Reorganize
the flowerpots,
the flowerpots,
etc. Do
etc.not
Do place
not place
anything
anything
wherewhere
there there
is a risk
is a ofriskit of it
dropping.
dropping.

glassglass
■ Window
■ Window

Affix film
Affixtofilm
prevent
to prevent
glass glass
from shattering.
from shattering.

gas gas
■ Propane
■ Propane

wall and
wallgatepost
and gatepost
■ Concrete-block
■ Concrete-block

Reinforce
Reinforce
concrete-block
concrete-block
walls walls
and and
gateposts
gateposts
that dothat
notdo
have
notsolid
havefoundations
solid foundations
in the inground
the ground
and rebar
and rebar
insideinside
them, them,
since since
they are
they dangerous.
are dangerous.
RepairRepair
crackscracks
and and
rustedrusted
rebar. rebar.

GAS

GAS

Concrete-block
Concrete-block
wallswalls
are standardized
are standardized
by thebyOrder
the Order
for Enforcement
for Enforcement
of the
of Building
the Building
Standards
Standards
Act. Act. 1
CheckCheck
if concrete-block
if concrete-block
wallswalls
at your
at house
your house
meetmeet
the the
criteria
criteria
below:
below:
If there
If there
is any
is item
any item
that that
is notis innot in
compliance,
compliance,
you need
you need
to consult
to consult
an expert
an expert
and make
and make 2
improvements.
improvements.
Buttress
Buttress

Thickness
Thickness

Is the
the height
less less
1 Isthanheight
than 2.2
m?
2.2 m?
Are Aretherethereany any
2 cracks,
cracks,
inclinations,
inclinations,
etc.? etc.?
Are reinforcing
Are reinforcing
bars rusted?
bars rusted?

3.4 m3.4
or mless?
or less?
Is theIs the
lengthlength
40 cm40orcm
more?
or more?

2.2 m 2.2 m
or less or less

Is thickness
the thickness
of
4 Isthe
4 the
block
the block
10 cm
10 orcm

30 cm or
30more
cm or more
underground
underground

3.4 m or3.4less
m or
of less
gap of gap
between
buttresses
buttresses
40 cm or
40more
cm or more between

of
or
more more
(15 cm
(15orcm
more
or more
whenwhen
the wall
the height
wall height
exceeds
exceeds
2.0 m)?
2.0 m)?

Check-points
Check-points
of a Safe
of a Safe

the rebar
properly
properly
installed
installed
insideinside
◦ Is ◦theIs rebar
the wall?
the wall?
theIsfoundation
the foundation
solid solid
enough?
enough?
◦ Is◦
theIsbuttress
the buttress
installed?
installed?
◦ Is◦

usingusing
decorative
decorative
blocks,
blocks,
such such
as as
◦ Avoid
◦ Avoid
blocksblocks
with with
decorative
decorative
holesholes
and and
chamfered
chamfered
blocks,
blocks,
as much
as much
as possible.
as possible.
Are there
any inclinations,
any inclinations,
cracks,
cracks,
or or
◦ Are
◦ there
breaks?
breaks?
theIsconcrete-block
the concrete-block
wall set
wallupsetonupa on a
◦ Is◦
retaining
retaining
wall or
wall
onorstone
on stone
masonry?
masonry?
it an
Is earth
it an earth
mound
mound
or a retaining
or a retaining
wall?wall?
◦ Is◦
you build
you build
a newa new
wall, wall,
put up
puta up a
◦ When
◦ When
safersafer
hedgehedge
or netorfence.
net fence.

When When
reinforcing
reinforcing
an existing
an existing
concrete-block
concrete-block
wall, wall,
set set
up steel
up steel
column
column
with steel
with steel
straps.straps.
Reinforce
Reinforce
gateposts
gateposts
usingusing
an L-shaped
an L-shaped
angle.angle.

Steel strap
Steel strap

WhenWhen
you build
you build
a newa wall,
new wall,
put aput
safer
a safer
hedgehedge
or chain
or chain
link fence
link fence
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Points
to Repair
to Repair
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Concrete-block
Walls
Walls
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the the
intervals
intervals
3 Are
3 Are
between
between
buttresses
buttresses

！！Concrete-block
Concrete-block
Wall Wall
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Checking
the Reference
the Reference
Value
Value
of a of
Concrete-block
a Concrete-block
WallWall
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SecureSecure
propane
propane
cylinders
cylinders
tightlytightly
with chains.
with chains.

L shaped
L shaped
angle angle
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Earthquake Countermeasures (Collective Housing)

Safety Measures for Collective Housing
Many people live in collective housing such as condominiums.
For that reason, disaster prevention measures are required from day to day. In case of
emergency, check the following:

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

■ Balcony Escape Hatch
(Emergency Exit)

■ Disaster Prevention Facilities and
Fire Prevention Equipment

Check how to use it from day to day. Never
put things around escape equipment.
Also, do not put anything that has a risk
of falling.

Make sure where extinguishers are located
in communal area such as aisles, and the
location of firefighting equipment such as a
fire alarm from day to day.

Earthquake Countermeasures

In order to evacuate safely in case of
emergency, avoid blocking aisles with
objects such as bicycles. Also, do not store
flammable materials, such as old
newspapers or cloths in order to prevent
catching fire.

■ Emergency Stairs

Never put things on the emergency stairs,
especially in front of an emergency door.

Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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■ Aisles

Emergency Exit

■ Entrance

An entrance is important as an
emergency exit and escape route.
You can’t escape if the entrance
is blocked. Prepare a crowbar or
the like to force the door open.

■ Attention to Notification
from Management
Association
Pay attention to notifications
of inspection of disaster
prevention equipment and
disaster prevention drills, etc.
from
your
management
association from day to day.

Earthquake

Earthquake Fire (Prevention)

Prevent Fire
One hazard of an earthquake is a fire disaster as a secondary disaster. A large-scale urban area suffered from a fire during the
Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake. During the Great East Japan Earthquake “Tsunami Fire” caused by the tsunami was
conspicuous in the coastal area, but "Earthquake Fire" caused by the earthquake also occurred.
In order to prevent earthquake fires that may spread on a large scale, it is important to first prevent fires from breaking out
at each home. Should a fire occur, it must be stopped at the initial stage to prevent it from spreading.

1

Exclaim Loudly!

2

Initial Fire Fighting

Escape Quickly!

“Energization Fires” must be watched out at the
time of an earthquake. This is a fire that happens
when power is restored after an outage. When fallen
electrical appliances are re-energized, surrounding
objects may catch fire from them. Also, while gas is
leaking, if electric appliances are re-energized, they
may burst into flames. To prevent energization fires,
pay attention to the following:
● After a big tremor, switch off the electric
devices in use just in case.
● When evacuating, pull electrical cords out of
the walls, and switch
off electrical breakers.
● When using equipment
after an earthquake,
make sure to check that
there is no gas leakage,
and check wiring
equipment for damage.

OFF
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● When a fire spreads to a
ceiling, it is difficult to
extinguish it. Evacuate
quickly without trying to
extinguish it.
● If possible, evacuate after
shutting off the air by
closing windows and doors
of the burning room.

Prevent Energization Fires

Other Disaster Countermeasures

● A fire can be extinguished
while it is still spreading
sideways.
● Use not only a fire extinguisher
and water, but also items
ready to hand such as
cushions and blankets.

3

Fire!

Earthquake Countermeasures

● Loudly cry out “Fire!”, and
inform the neighborhood. If
you can’t exclaim, ring an
emergency bell, or hit
something like a kettle or a
pot that makes sound to
inform everyone of the
abnormality.
● No matter how small a fire
is, be sure to call 119.

When a big earthquake occurs, protecting yourself is the top
priority.
Do not force yourself to put out a fire to avoid dangers
such as burns. However, as soon as the shaking stops, put
out the fire and turn off the gas at the main.
Until a fire reaches a ceiling, extinguishing the initial fire
is possible. Once a fire reaches a ceiling, an untrained
person can’t completely extinguish it. Evacuate quickly while
trying not to inhale
smoke, and leave the
firefighting activity to
the fire brigade when
they arrive at the site.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Timing of Initial Fire Fighting at
the Time of Earthquake

Should a Fire Occur
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Earthquake Fire (How to Extinguish Fire)

Fire Extinguishing Method by Source
Kitchen Stove

Typhoon and
Flood Measures
Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
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● Never put water on a deep fryer.
● Spray a fire extinguisher from a
distance so as to cover the entire
surface of the pan.
● If a fire extinguisher is not available,
cover the fire with a wet sheet or
wet bath towel away from your
body, to shut off the air.

Heater
● Directly spray a fire extinguisher
towards the source of fire.
● If a fire extinguisher is not available,
cover the fire with a wet sheet or
wet blanket so that the flames are
directed away from your body, and
shut off the air.

Curtains, Fusuma, and Shoji (Papered Sliding Doors)
● Sprinkle the curtain with water
before fire spreads. If possible, take
it off the rail and extinguish it.
● Kick over the fusuma, shoji, etc.
and stamp out the fire. After that,
use water to extinguish the fire
completely.

Cigarettes
● When a cotton product such as
Japanese-style bedding is burned
due to smoking in bed, etc., even if
you think the fire has been
extinguished, the flame may remain
invisibly and ignite again, so
completely extinguish the fire by
dipping it in water in a bathtub or
the like.

Electrical appliances
● If you suddenly apply water, there is
a danger of electric shock. Pull the
plug out of the outlet or turn off the
breaker and extinguish the fire with
a fire extinguisher.

Bonfire
● Use a fire extinguisher. If a fire
extinguisher is not available, put it
out with water or soil.
● If water is not prepared, extinguish
the fire by hitting the bonfire with
a broom or a tree branch and then
extinguish it with water.

Timing of Escaping is When Fire Spreads
to a Ceiling!
Once a fire reaches a ceiling
evacuate without hesitation.
Try to extinguish the initial fire
until the fire reaches the ceiling,
but once it reaches the ceiling,
never try to extinguish it by
yourself; instead evacuate
immediately without hesitation.

What Is Really Fearful Is Smoke
Smoke generated by a fire
contains toxic gases such as
carbon monoxide. Since there
is a danger of losing your life
due to poisoning if you breathe
it, pay attention to the points
below when evacuating.

Clothing
● If your clothing catches fire,
roll on the ground to
extinguish the fire. If there is
leftover bath water, jump
into the bathtub.

● Cover your mouth and nose with a wet towel or
handkerchief. (Substitute a tie or clothing if they are
not available.)
● If it is a short distance, hold your breath and run
through at a dash.
● Make yourself as low as possible
● When visibility is bad, evacuate along a wall.

Earthquake

Earthquake Fire (How to Use a Fire Extinguisher)

Learn How to Use a Fire Extinguisher.
Types of Fire Extinguishers
A label attached to a fire extinguisher shows for what type of fire it is suitable. Choose a fire
extinguisher suitable for the type of fire. For general households, an all-around type dry
powder fire extinguisher or a loaded stream fire extinguisher is useful.
Type of fire/label color Ordinary

fire

Fire caused by general
combustible materials
such as wood and paper.

Oil fire

Electric fire
Fire that may cause electric
shock by electric facilities, etc.

Fire caused by burning
kerosene, gasoline, etc.

How to Use a Fire Extinguisher

1
Put your finger
on the safety
pin and
pull it up.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

2
Detach a hose
and face it
to the fire.
Yellow

Blue

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

×

1 Move to the windward and point a fire extinguisher from

the windward.

2 Make yourself a bit lower and hold the hose of the

extinguisher firmly.

3 Avoid heat and smoke, and never face the flames directly.
4 Instead of aiming

Points of Inspection
Lever

Safety pin

Check for deformation or damage.

Check for deformation or damage.
Check whether its seal is broken.

Cap

Hose

Check for deformation or looseness.

▼

Check for cracks, deformation
or looseness.

If equipped with a gauge

▼

Check for rust and deformation.

Check if the needle indicating
the pressure is within the specified value.

▼

Body and bottom part

Utilize Residential Fire Prevention Equipment

Flameproof Goods

When smoke or heat is detected, it will
let you know with a warning sound. The
revised Fire Service Act (2004)
mandates installation of a fire alarm.

Flameproof goods which retard a fire from spreading
even when catching fire.
Curtains, carpets, bedclothes,
an apron and so on.
Flameproof

Residential Fire Extinguisher

For Fire Prevention
Cooking Equipment with a Safety Device
Gas supply will be automatically stopped
when abnormally overheated or when
the fire goes out.

A small, lightweight fire extinguisher.

Stop

Handy Automatic Fire Extinguishing System
Upon detecting the heat of the fire, it will automatically release the chemical fire
retardant.

Preparations for Disasters

Residential Fire Alarm

roof

Minimize Fire Damage

Flamep

Notice Fire Occurrence as Soon as Possible

Other Disaster Countermeasures

at the flames, move
the hose from side
to side while pointing
it to the base of
the fire like
sweeping fire.

Squeeze the lever strongly and spray.

▼

How to Point a Fire Extinguisher

3
Earthquake Countermeasures

○

▼

White

Dry powder fire
extinguisher
Loaded stream
fire extinguisher
Bubble
extinguisher

▼▼

Types of fire
extinguishers

Residential Sprinkler Equipment
Upon detecting the heat of the fire, it will start spraying throughout the room.
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Tornado
When you find the occurrence of a tornado

Evacuate Immediately to the Bottom Floor of a Sturdy Building.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

A tornado suddenly occurs in connection
with a typhoon, cold front, or low pressure.
Caution is necessary because it causes
extensive damage in a band-like range in a
short time. Buildings may collapse, and cars
may be overturned. Furthermore, since
there is a possibility that various things such
as tree branches, signboards and roof tiles
may fly at a tremendous speed, evacuate to
a sturdy building immediately after learning
of the occurrence of a tornado.

According to the possibility of tornado occurrence, information will be announced step-by-step in advance.

Earthquake Countermeasures
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Half day ago - previous day

How to Know
the Possibility
of Occurrence?

Meteorological information

A few hours ago

Thunder warning information

0 to 1 hour ago

Tornado warning information

When You
Learn of
the Occurrence
of a Tornado

◦ Close windows and curtains, and get clear of windows.
◦ Close rain gutters and shutters.
◦ Move to the basement or the lowest floor of the building.
◦ Move to a room with no window, near the center of the
house.
◦ Get clear of corners, doors, and outer walls of the room.
◦ Evacuate to a sturdy building nearby.
◦ Do not evacuate to a garage/storage/prefabricated
house.
◦ If you can’t find a suitable building for evacuation, lie
down in a nearby waterway or depression in the ground,
and protect your head and neck with both arms.

Preparation
for a Tornado

◦ Check how to obtain tornado warning information
beforehand.
◦ Secure safe places inside the house.
◦ Glass shattering prevention measures are also effective.
(Affixing film to prevent glass from shattering.)

The tornado warning information is
released to inform you of a weather
situation that is likely to cause a
tornado. Pay attention to the
appearance of the sky, and if you see
cumulonimbus clouds approaching,
secure your safety immediately.
Tornado warning information can
be obtained by information mail,
TV, radio, etc.

Other
Other
Disasters
Disasters

Lightning
LightningStrike
Strike

When When
you learn
you of
learn
the of
occurrence
the occurrence
of a lightning
of a lightning
strike strike

Evacuate
Evacuate
to to
a Safe
a Safe
Space
Space
as as
Soon
Soon
as as
Possible.
Possible.

There
There
are three
are three
types
types
of accidents:
of accidents:

Premonitory
Premonitory
Phenomena
Phenomena
Accidents
Accidents ◦ Directly
striking
striking
you.you.
◦ Directly
Caused
Caused
If your
hair hair
bristles
bristles
up orup the
or the
which
which
hit trees
hit trees
and and
higher
higher
things
things
indirectly
indirectly If your
◦ Lightning
◦ Lightning
by Lightning
by Lightning
surface
surface
of your
of your
skin skin
becomes
becomes
strikes
strikes
you.you.
Strikes
Strikes
itchy,itchy,
thesethese
are are
precursors
precursors
of of

An electric
shock
shock
through
through
the ground.
the ground.
◦An◦electric

WhenWhen
therethere
is noissafe
no safe
spacespace
nearby,
nearby,
evacuate
evacuate
to a to
position
a position
4 m 4ormmore
or more
awayaway
fromfrom
a high
a high
object
object
(protection
(protection
range)
range)
suchsuch
as a as
utility
a utility
pole,pole,
chimney,
chimney,
steelsteel
tower,
tower,
building,
building,
etc. from
etc. from
where
where
you can
you look
can look
up up
the top
theoftop
theofobject
the object
at anatangle
an angle
of 45ofdegrees
45 degrees
or more.
or more.
Places
Places
near near
high high
treestrees
are dangerous,
are dangerous,
so stay
so stay
at least
at least
2 meters
2 meters
awayaway
fromfrom
all the
alltrunks,
the trunks,
branches,
branches,
and leaves
and leaves
of theoftrees.
the trees.
MakeMake
yourself
yourself
as low
as as
low as
possible,
possible,
and keep
and keep
your your
belongings
belongings
fromfrom
protruding
protruding
higher
higher
than than
your your
body.body.
Then,Then,
squatsquat
on your
on your
heelsheels
with with
both both
of your
of your
legs legs
closed
closed
completely.
completely.
If youIf squat
you squat
on your
on your
heelsheels
without
without
both both
legs legs
closed,
closed,
therethere
is a is a
possibility
possibility
that your
that your
legs legs
will be
willa be
path
a path
for electricity
for electricity
and you
and will
youget
willan
getelectric
an electric
shock.
shock.
Put allPutof all
your
of belongings
your belongings
awayaway
from from
your your
body body
and place
and place
themthem
on the
on the
ground.
ground.
Also,Also,
lightning
lightning
transfers
transfers
youryour
headhead
down.
down.
◦ Bow
◦ Bow
from from
person
person
to person.
to person.
Stay Stay
awayaway
(Make(Make
yourself
yourself
as low
asas
low
possible)
as possible)
from from
people
people
near near
you as
youmuch
as much
as as
possible.
possible.
It is dangerous
It is dangerous
to touch
to touch
the the
youryour
earsears
withwith
bothboth
hands
hands
◦ Cover
◦ Cover
ground
ground
or lieor flat
lie on
flat your
on your
belly belly
youryour
heels
heels
together.
together.
◦ Keep
◦ Keep
because
because
the contact
the contact
surface
surface
with with
on your
on your
toes.toes.
◦ Stand
◦ Stand
the ground
the ground
becomes
becomes
larger.larger.
Wait Wait
(Make(Make
the contact
the contact
with the
withground
the ground
smallsmall
so that
soelectricity
that electricity
will not
will not
moremore
than than
20 minutes
20 minutes
after after
lightning
lightning
flow to
flow
your
to upper
your upper
body body
even even
though
though
lightning
lightning
strikes
strikes
by chance.)
by chance.)
stops,stops,
then then
movemove
to a safe
to a space.
safe space.
Tips Tips
for Squatting
for Squatting
on Your
on Your
HeelsHeels
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WhenWhen
There
There
Is NoIsSafe
No Safe
Space
Space
Nearby
Nearby
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lightning
lightning
strikes.
strikes.
If you
If you
hear hear
a a
thunderclap
thunderclap
or feel
or feel
a precursor
a precursor
WhenWhen
you evacuate
you evacuate
into ainto
car,anever
car, never
touchtouch
metalmetal
parts,parts,
and stay
and around
stay around
the center
the center
of theofcar
the car phenomenon,
phenomenon,
evacuate
evacuate
to ato a
as much
as much
as possible.
as possible.
Also, Also,
therethere
is a possibility
is a possibility
of being
of being
indirectly
indirectly
struckstruck
by lightning
by lightning
whenwhen
you you reinforced
reinforced
concrete
concrete
building
building
or caror car
take take
shelter
shelter
from from
rain under
rain under
a tall atree
tall or
tree
under
or under
the eaves
the eaves
of a building,
of a building,
if these
if these
are stuck
are stuck
by by immediately.
immediately.
lightning.
lightning.
Do not
Doforget
not forget
to stay
to away
stay away
from from
tall buildings,
tall buildings,
etc. as
etc.
much
as much
as possible.
as possible.
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evacuate
evacuate
to a to
reinforced
a reinforced
concrete
concrete
building
building
or a or
car.
a car.
◦ Immediately
WhenWhen
You Learn
You Learn ◦ Immediately
Look
Look
for
a
for
lower
a
lower
place,
place,
even
even
if
only
if
only
a
little
a
little
lower,
lower,
and
and
bend
bend
down
down
withwith
bothboth
of your
of your
◦
◦
of theofOccurrence
the Occurrence
legs
legs
closed.
closed.
of a Lightning
of a Lightning
StrikeStrike
taketake
refuge
refuge
under
under
a tree.
a tree.
◦Never
◦Never
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Depending
Depending
on the
on position
the position
of thunderclouds,
of thunderclouds,
lightning
lightning
can can
strikestrike
anywhere,
anywhere,
suchsuch
as the
as the
sea sea
surface,
surface,
plains
plains
or or
mountains.
mountains.
At open
At open
places
places
suchsuch
as playgrounds,
as playgrounds,
stadiums,
stadiums,
golf golf
courses,
courses,
outdoor
outdoor
pools,
pools,
embankments,
embankments,
sandy
sandy
beaches,
beaches,
and and
the sea,
the sea,
and and
high high
places
places
like like
mountaintops
mountaintops
and and
roofs,
roofs,
lightning
lightning
tendstends
to strike
to strike
people,
people,
so evacuate
so evacuate
to a to
safe
a safe
space
space
as as
soonsoon
as as
possible.
possible.
Reinforced
Reinforced
concrete
concrete
buildings,
buildings,
automobiles
automobiles
(other
(other
thanthan
openopen
cars),cars),
buses
buses
and and
trains
trains
are are
relatively
relatively
safe.safe.
Also,Also,
inside
inside
a wooden
a wooden
building
building
is also
is also
basically
basically
safe,safe,
but itbut
is itsafer
is safer
if youif stay
you stay
one one
meter
meter
or more
or more
awayaway
fromfrom
all electric
all electric
appliances,
appliances,
ceiling
ceiling
and walls.
and walls.
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Heavy Snow

When heavy snow is expected

Check information such as advisories and warnings before going out

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

The Meteorological Observatory will
announce a heavy snow advisory/
warning when a heavy snowfall is
expected,
and
a
snowstorm
warning/blizzard warning when snow
accompanied by strong wind is
expected. Road surfaces are very
slippery when it is snowing. When
going out, walk very carefully
wearing high boots that have soles
with a good grip.

Important
Points about
Heavy Snow

Earthquake Countermeasures
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Notes on
Snow
Removal Work

Safety Driving
on a Snowy
Road

◦Be cautious about accidents when removing snow
◦Three don’ts when driving on a snowy road
×Sudden starting

×Abrupt steering

×Sudden braking

◦ Work should be done by two or more people, with
your family members or neighbors.
◦ Leave snow around the building and get the snow
off the roof.
◦ Be especially cautious on a sunny day.
◦ Always secure the ladder.
◦ Turn off the engine before removing snow stuck on
a snow blower.
◦ Carry a mobile phone with you while you work.
◦ Be careful when you throw snow into a waterway.

◦ Mount winter tires or snow chains.
◦ Before driving, remove all the snow from the car and completely defrost frozen
windshields and windows.
◦ When going downhill or at an intersection, use not only foot braking but also engine braking.
◦ Be careful of the shoulder of a road as the boundary can’t be recognized with the
accumulated snow.
◦ When you drive on a bridge or at the exit of a tunnel, be careful as the road conditions
will change.
◦ If it is snowing when you leave your car, lift up the wipers.
Convenient
Items If Prepared

Jumper cables, jack, shovel, high boots, warm clothes, gloves, ice scraper, flashlight,
and defrosting spray

Other
Other
Disasters
Disasters

Nuclear
NuclearDisaster
Disaster

Just inJust
casein case

TryTry
to Obtain
to Obtain
Accurate
Accurate
Knowledge
Knowledge
andand
Information
Information
on on
a Daily
a Daily
Basis.
Basis.

Mizuho
Mizuho
City City
is located
is located
70 km
70 from
km from
the the
Tsuruga
Tsuruga
Nuclear
Nuclear
Power
Power
Plant,
Plant,
the nearest
the nearest
nuclear
nuclear
power
power
plant,
plant,
so so
the the
risk risk
of nuclear
of nuclear
disasters
disasters
is is
relatively
relatively
low. low.

Fast Breeder
Fast Reactor
Breeder(Monju),
Reactor Tsuruga
(Monju), City,
Tsuruga
Fukui
City,
Prefecture
Fukui Prefecture
Takahama
Takahama
Nuclear Power
NuclearPlant,
Power Plant,
200 km 200 km
Takahama
Takahama
Town, Ohi-gun,
Town, Ohi-gun,
Fugen Decommissioning
Fugen Decommissioning
Engineering
Engineering
Center, Tsuruga
Center, City,
Tsuruga
Fukui
City,
Prefecture
Fukui Prefecture
Fukui Prefecture
Fukui Prefecture
Nuclear
Plant,
Power
Ohi-Town,
Plant, Ohi-Town,
Ōi NuclearŌiPower
Ohi-gun, Fukui
Ohi-gun,
Prefecture
Fukui Prefecture

Tsuruga Power
Tsuruga
Station,
PowerTsuruga
Station, City,
Tsuruga
Fukui
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Prefecture
Fukui Prefecture
150 km 150 km

70 km70 km
20 km 20 km
30 km 30 km
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MihamaPower
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A nuclear
A nuclear
disaster
disaster
refers
refers
to radioactive
to radioactive
substances
substances
and and
radiation
radiation
leaksleaks
at abnormal
at abnormal
levels
levels
fromfrom
nuclear
nuclear
power
power
plants,
plants,
etc.,etc.,
causing
causing
damage
damage
to surrounding
to surrounding
areas.
areas.
SinceSince
radioactive
radioactive
substances
substances
and and
radiation
radiation
are are
invisible,
invisible,
you you
can’tcan’t
judgejudge
the the
extent
extent
of of
exposure
exposure
by by
yourself.
yourself.
Therefore,
Therefore,
it isit is
necessary
necessary
to get
to get
accurate
accurate
information
information
and and
act accordingly.
act accordingly.

HamaokaHamaoka
Nuclear Power
NuclearStation
Power Station
200 km 200 km

Radioactive
Radioactive
substance
substance

*The state
*The in
state
which
in which
radioactive
radioactive
substances
substances
adhereadhere
is called
is called
“contamination”.
“contamination”.
*Removal
*Removal
of radioactive
of radioactive
substances
substances
is called
is called
“decontamination”.
“decontamination”.

When
When
a nuclear
a nuclear
disaster
disaster
occurs,
occurs,
residents
residents
will will
be informed
be informed
of it of
using
it using
newsnews
organizations
organizations
suchsuch
as television
as television
and and
radio,
radio,
disaster
disaster
prevention
prevention
and and
administrative
administrative
radioradio
communications,
communications,
Mizuho
Mizuho
citizen
citizen
mail,mail,
and and
public
public
announcement
announcement
cars.cars.
Act calmly
Act calmly
so assonot
as to
notbetobothered
be bothered
by false
by false
rumors.
rumors.
It Is ItImportant
Is Important
Not Not
To Come
To Come
in Close
in Close
to Radioactive
to Radioactive
Substances,
Substances,
Not Not
To Take
To Take
in, and
in, and
To Shield
To Shield
Radiation.
Radiation.

Evacuation
Evacuation

It is aItmeasure
is a measure
implemented
implemented
whenwhen
residents
residents
are likely
are likely
to betoexposed
be exposed
to a to a
certain
certain
amount
amount
of radioactive
of radioactive
substances;
substances;
its goal
its is
goal
to reduce
is to reduce
the amount
the amount
of exposure
of exposure
by separating
by separating
residents
residents
from from
radioactive
radioactive
substances.
substances.
If youIfare
you are
instructed
instructed
to evacuate,
to evacuate,
understand
understand
the details
the details
of theofinstructions
the instructions
such such
as as
evacuation
evacuation
method,
method,
evacuation
evacuation
destination,
destination,
etc., etc.,
and act
andcalmly
act calmly
without
without
any panic.
any panic.
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you return
you return
homehome
fromfrom
outside,
outside,
washwash
youryour
hands
hands
and face,
and face,
and change
and change
youryour
clothes.
clothes.
◦ When
◦ When
youryour
clothes
clothes
in a in
plastic
a plastic
bag bag
afterafter
taking
taking
themthem
off, off,
and and
keepkeep
themthem
awayaway
fromfrom
◦ Put
◦ Put
otherother
clothes.
clothes.
Sheltering
Sheltering
Indoors
Indoors
off ventilators
off ventilators
and and
air conditioners.
air conditioners.
◦ Turn
◦ Turn
youryour
petspets
inside
inside
youryour
house.
house.
◦ Bring
◦ Bring
foodfood
withwith
a lidaorlidwrap
or wrap
it and
it and
keepkeep
it inside
it inside
youryour
house.
house.
◦Cover
◦Cover
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Get Accurate
Get Accurate
Information
Information
When
When
a Nuclear
a Nuclear
Disaster
Disaster
Occurs
Occurs
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External External
Internal Internal
Exposure
Exposure
to radioactive
to radioactive
substances
substancesExposure
Contamination
Contamination
ExposureExposureExposure ExposureExposure Contamination
Contamination
that that
exist exist
outside
outside
of your
of your
body body
is is
Condition
Condition
where where
To be affected
To be affected
calledcalled
“external
“external
radiation
radiation
exposure”.
exposure”.by radiation
radioactive
radioactive
by radiation
substances
substances
On other
the other
hand,hand,
exposure
exposure
to to
Internal
Internal
Exposure
Exposure On the
adhere adhere
to skin to skin
radioactive
radioactive
substances
substances
that that
exist exist
and External
and External
and clothing
and clothing
insideinside
your your
body body
is called
is called
“internal
“internal
Exposure
Exposure
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
Radioactive
radiation
radiation
exposure”.
exposure”.
substance
substance
substancesubstance

* Covering
* Covering
your nose
your and
nosemouth
and mouth
with awith
mask,
a mask,
a handkerchief
a handkerchief
tightly tightly
squeezed
squeezed
after being
after being
wettedwetted
in water
in or
water
the or
like,
thehas
like,
anhas
effect
an effect
to prevent
to prevent
inhalation
inhalation
of radioactive
of radioactive
substances
substances
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Illustration of Hazard Map

Confirm Evacuation Destination and Routes Beforehand

In case of emergency

Evacuation is first and foremost important to save your life. To be prepared for an emergency, check dangerous places, an
evacuation destination and routes from day to day.
Also, in the event of a disaster, connection with the people in the community is a great help to save your family. In case of
emergency, it is also an important disaster prevention measure to actively take part in local events and disaster prevention
drills, etc. to communicate with people in your community.
Evacuation Sites

Check the Situation around Your Home
Check what kind of disasters may occur around your home.

2

Check if the area around your home is a dangerous spot for natural hazards.

3

Be careful if there is a place which suffered flooding around your home in the past.

Confirm Evacuation Destination and Routes
Confirm evacuation destinations (two or more nearby evacuation sites).

2

Actually walk from your home to the evacuation site and check if there are any dangerous places.

3

Consider multiple evacuation routes.

4

Decide the meeting place of your family.

In case of emergency

Evacuation behavior for typhoons and floods differs from that for earthquakes, and evacuation sites are also set up in different
places. Prepare for safe and secure evacuation during a disaster from day to day.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Typhoons and Floods

Earthquake Countermeasures

1

Prepare for Secure Evacuation

Heavy Rain Occurrence
● Get accurate information
through television or the radio.
● Be alert to evacuation information
(evacuation preparation, elderly
and vulnerable people start
evacuation, evacuation recommendation
or evacuation order) announced
by administrative organs including
Mizuho City.

Preparations for Disasters

Earthquake Occurrence

Earthquake

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

1

● Be calm and protect yourself.
● Secure an escape route by
opening doors and windows.

Early Evacuation
● There are three types of evacuation methods:
“horizontal evacuation”, “vertical evacuation” and
“taking shelter”, so make an appropriate decision
depending on the situation.
● In the case of “horizontal evacuation”, it is
important to evacuate to a designated emergency
evacuation location early by calling out to each
other in the neighborhood.

When the Tremors
Have Ceased
● Quickly extinguish fires. (Turn off the gas at
the main, pull electrical cords out of the wall
outlets, and switch off electrical breakers.)
● Check the safety of your neighbors while
paying attention to aftershocks.
● Obtain accurate information by radio, etc.

Emergency Evacuation
If your home is dangerous due to heavy
rain or flooding, there is a high possibility
that the road to a refuge is also flooded,
so don't force yourself to go to a refuge.
Instead, find even a bit safer place inside
your house or on a neighbor's second
floor, and move there.

Judge Whether to
Evacuate or Not
Dangerous

Evacuate to a designated
emergency evacuation location.
Evacuate while helping each other by calling
out in the neighborhood and supporting
people who can’t evacuate on their own.
Not Dangerous Stay at home
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The The
floodflood
hazard
hazard
mapmap
displays
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the range
the range
and and
depth
depth
of inundation
of inundation
by color-coding
by color-coding
them,
them,
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that that
the the
Ibi River,
Ibi River,
Neo Neo
River,River,
Nagara
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RiverRiver
and and
otherother
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and-medium-sized
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overflow.
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Related
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Facilities
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The The
seismic
seismic
hazard
hazard
map map
displays
displays
the the
danger
danger
levellevel
(percentage
(percentage
of total
of total
collapse)
collapse)
by location.
by location.
Earthquakes
Earthquakes
that that
are expected
are expected
to have
to have
majormajor
impacts
impacts
and and
damage
damage
are aare a
TokaiTokai
Earthquake
Earthquake
with with
an epicenter
an epicenter
off the
off the
Suruga
Suruga
Bay, Bay,
a Tonankai
a Tonankai
Earthquake
Earthquake
with with
an an
epicenter
epicenter
off off
Kumano-nada,
Kumano-nada,
combined
combined
earthquakes
earthquakes
due due
to the
to the
simultaneous
simultaneous
occurrence
occurrence
of these
of these
earthquakes
earthquakes
and and
an an
inland-type
inland-type
earthquake
earthquake
alongalong
the the
Yoro-YoroKuwana-Yokkaichi
Kuwana-Yokkaichi
fault fault
zone.zone.
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Nishi Primary
SchoolSchool
zone, flood
zone,evacuation
flood evacuation
map (example)
map (example)
▲ Nishi
▲Primary

Earthquake Countermeasures

Locations
Locations
and and
Names
Names
of of
Evacuation
Evacuation
SitesSites

Primary
Primary
SchoolSchool
zone, earthquake
zone, earthquake
evacuation
evacuation
map (example)
map (example)
▲Nishi▲Nishi
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Life at a Refuge

Types of and Notes on Refuges
“Designated Emergency Evacuation Locations” for immediately after a disaster and “Designated Evacuation Locations”, etc.
after that when living as an evacuee

Designated Emergency
Evacuation Locations

Typhoon and
Flood Measures
Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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Facilities and places to evacuate in order to protect your
life from danger, when a disaster occurs or there is a risk
of its occurrence. A pre-designated evacuation place
according to the type of disaster.

When Typhoons and
Floods Occur

When an Earthquake
Occurs

It is a facility to evacuate to in
order to protect your life from a
flood disaster when damage
caused by a flood or inundation
due to river flooding is expected.

Facilities and places to
evacuate in order to protect
your life from danger, when
a disaster occurs or there
is a risk of its occurrence. A
pre-designated evacuation
place according to the type
of disaster

Designated
Evacuation Locations
It is a facility for people who can’t live at home to evacuate
for a certain period of time.

Designated Evacuation Locations
It is a facility to evacuate and stay for a certain period of time
when you can’t return home due to a disaster. Mizuho City
will designate certain facilities as refuges that will play a
central role in relief activities such as maintaining goods,
equipment and emergency communication tools, and
distributing food and daily necessities to immediately accept
many evacuees.

For names and locations of refuges according to the type of disaster, please see the List of Evacuation Facilities on pgs. 57-58.

Livelihood Support at Refuges
A refuge is a place to provide necessary assistance so that people whose residences
have suffered damage due to disasters and who have difficulty in leading their daily
lives due to deterioration of lifelines such as electricity, water, and gas can live. Even
those staying in places other than refuges such as at home, can use it if necessary for
assistance in daily life.

Offering a Place
to Live

Providing Water and
Food Supplies

A refuge is operated by all people
using it in cooperation.

Providing a Hygienic
Environment

Helping People Put Their
Lives Back Together

Regardless of age or sex, share the roles with people who use the refuges and let more
people participate in the operation of refuges.

When Using a Refuge, Register Your Information with Your Family Members as a Household.
With an “Evacuee Card”, information on everyone who uses refuges, including victims who stay at places other than refuges,
such as at home, will be registered. Upon registration, make a declaration if you need special care such as for disabilities,
intractable diseases, allergies and other chronic diseases, pregnancy, accompanying infants, religious reasons or language.
When leaving a refuge, be sure to inform it at the general reception desk.

Rules for Life at Refuges
◦Fire Protection

◦Operation

◦General Reception Desk

In order to discuss what is
necessary for the operation
of refuges, organize refuge
management councils with
representatives of the
people who use them.
Specific tasks are carried
out by each management
team organized by the
people who use the refuge.
Participate in the operation
positively.

A general reception desk is set up at a
refuge, and various procedures and
consultation will be done.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Do not place things that would
interfere with evacuation at
entrances, stairs, aisles, etc.
Heaters and other heating equipment
should be prevented from falling and
should be used in a place away from
flammable materials. Also, be sure of
adequate ventilation when using.

◦Liquor and Cigarettes

◦Foods and Essential Goods
Distribution of food and essential
goods is to be done equally to
evacuees staying at places other
than refuges. Register properly
when entering refuges.

◦Toilet

Beer

Cigarette

◦Garbage

Let all users of a refuge use toilets
cleanly. Cleaning of the toilet is
done by refuge users in turn.

Collect and separate your family’s
garbage and take it to the
designated place.
Collect

Cleaning Rota

Separate

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5

Earthquake Countermeasures

Smoking is prohibited on the premises of refuges. Refrain
from drinking alcohol as well.

Refuge Life and Pets
With the understanding and cooperation of other users, take responsibility
for your pets, so that all users can live comfortably.

Preparation from Day to Day
● Attach an identification tag or
microchip to your pet.
● Discipline your pet to get it used to
staying in a cage.
● As for a pet with chronic illness, keep
notes of medicine.

Preparations for Disasters

● Keep and picket your pet in a designated place or in a cage.
● Pet owners should always keep the place where their pets stay clean,
and disinfect it if necessary.
● Pet food is to be prepared by the pet owner in principle.
● Have your pet defecate at a designated outdoor location and dispose
of stools properly.
● Exercising and brushing pets should always be done outdoors.
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Local Disaster Prevention

Support Each Other in Your Whole Region

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Normal Times

If a large-scale disaster occurs, it is expected that there will be delays in the activities of disaster prevention agencies such as
the fire department, and road interruptions due to collapsed houses. So, disaster prevention activities based on
communication and a sense of solidarity among local residents with a policy of “Protect our own region by ourselves” are
essential. Consciously keep the policy of “Protect our own region by ourselves” in your mind, and support each other in the
whole region.

Earthquake Countermeasures

Organization example

Di s a
p r eve s t e r
in s p e n t i o n
c t ion

Preparations for Disasters

Information team

Collection and transmission of
information, public relations

Fire extinguishing
team

Extinguish with
a fire extinguisher

Disaster
prevention
committee

Rescue team

Rescue of injured people

Involved in disseminating
disaster prevention knowledge
and disaster prevention
training in a professional way

Evacuation guidance
team

Evacuation guidance to
an evacuation location and refuge

Vulnerable people
team

Care for elderly people
and people with disabilities

Food and water
distribution team

Supply of water,
food and supplies at a refuge

Flood prevention
team

Look over levees,
and flood prevention work

Captain

At the Time of Disaster

Other Disaster Countermeasures
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◦ Conduct seminars and disaster prevention drills, and
acquire the knowledge and techniques necessary for
disaster prevention activities.
◦ Organize and inspect disaster prevention equipment for
fire extinguishing, evacuation and rescue.
◦ Check the disaster prevention environment including
areas where damage to homes and areas is expected,
and create a disaster prevention map.
◦ Establish a support system for those who need some kind
of support in the event of a disaster such as children and
the elderly in the area, people with disabilities and
foreigners (vulnerable people).

Vice captain
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Emergency
EmergencyFirst-Aid
First-Aid

Emergency
Emergency
First-Aid
First-Aid
to to
Remember
Remember
In sudden
In sudden
disasters,
disasters,
an ambulance
an ambulance
may may
not always
not always
be able
be able
to gotointo
go action
into action
immediately,
immediately,
and the
andessential
the essential
utilities
utilities
will not
willbe
not be
restored
restored
soonsoon
if it is
if ita is
wide-area
a wide-area
disaster.
disaster.
In such
In such
a case,
a case,
youryour
knowledge
knowledge
and and
preparation
preparation
are important.
are important.
Remember
Remember
the the
method
method
of first-aid
of first-aid
so that
so that
you can
you deal
can deal
withwith
it yourself
it yourself
in emergency
in emergency
situations.
situations.

ApplyApply
gauzegauze
or a towel
or a towel
to thetobleeding
the bleeding
part and
part press
and press
it with
it with
your your
hands.
hands.

1
2

3

Bone
Bone
fracture
fracture

1 the
Cool
Coolburned
the burned
part with
partrunning
with running
water.water.
If you
you yourself
burn yourself
whilewhile
wearing
wearing
2 Ifburn
clothes,
clothes,
cool the
coolburned
the burned
part without
part without
forcibly
forcibly
removing
removing
the clothes.
the clothes.
Do 3not Do
break
not blisters
break blisters
(water (water
blisters).
blisters).
After cooling,
After cooling,
use sterilized
use sterilized
gauzegauze
or a clean
or a clean
cloth tocloth to
protectprotect
it, andit,goand
to ago to a
medical
medical
institution.
institution.

Procedure
Procedure
of cardiopulmonary
of cardiopulmonary
resuscitation
resuscitation

Ar tifiAr tifi
resp rescpial cial
iratioiratio
n n

▼

▼

if there
if there
is a reaction
is a reaction
1 1 CheckCheck
▼

* If there
* If is
there
no suitable
is no suitable
splint,splint,
substitute
substitute
a
a
nearbynearby
objectobject
such such
as a board,
as a board,
magazine
magazine
(by making
(by making
it tubular),
it tubular),
umbrella
umbrella
or cardboard.
or cardboard.

No “response”
No “response”
or “gesture”.
or “gesture”.
▼

▼

Arranging
a 119areport
119 report
and AED
and AED
2 2 Arranging
If there
If there
is noisreaction,
no reaction,
ask aask
nearby
a nearby
person
person
by speaking
by speaking
with with
loud loud
voice:voice:
“Please
“Please
call 119,
call please
119, please
call an
callambulance,”
an ambulance,”
and “Please
and “Please
bringbring
AED”.AED”.
▼
▼

▼
▼

4 4

Depth Depth

If there
If there
is no normal
is no normal
breathing,
breathing,
immediately
immediately
CompressCompress
perform
perform
a cardiac
a cardiac
massage
massage
(chest(chest
compression).
compression).
the chestthe chest
so that it so that it
Strongly!
Strongly!
Constantly!
Constantly!
Quickly!
Quickly!

sinks sinks
approximately
there
If there
is no isbreathing
no breathing
or abnormal
or abnormal
breathing
breathing approximately
5 cm 5 cm

If
(irregular
(irregular
breathing
breathing
like sobbing),
like sobbing),
immediately
immediately
perform
perform
a cardiac
a cardiac
massage.
massage.

Strongly!
Strongly! Constantly!
Constantly! Quickly!
Quickly!

The place
The place
of the body
of the body
to perform
to perform
a cardiac
a cardiac
massage
massage

The middle
The middle
of the chest
of the chest

Cardiac
Cardiac
massage
massage
(Chest(Chest
compression)
compression)
30 times
30 times
With a tempo
With aoftempo
100 toof120
100times/min
to 120 times/min
Repeat artificial
Repeat artificial
respiration
respiration
and cardiac
and cardiac
massage massage
alternatelyalternately

Artificial
Artificial
respiration
respiration
(2 breaths)
(2 breaths)
One second
One second
per oneper
breath
one breath
into victim’s
into victim’s
mouth mouth

TempoTempo
Approx.
Approx.
100 times/min
100 times/min

▼

shockshock
to thetoheart
the heart
whichwhich
has stopped
has stopped
and restores
and restores
the the
pulse pulse
of theofheart
the heart
to normal.
to normal.
Turn on
Turn
theonpower
the power
(there(there
are also
aremodels
also models
that turn
thaton
turn
theonpower
the power
when when
the lidthe
is lid is
opened),
opened),
mountmount
the electrode
the electrode
pads pads
and follow
and follow
the the
audio audio
guide.guide.
Anyone
Anyone
can handle
can handle
it easily.
it easily.

When youWhen
pressyou
thepress
defibrillation
the defibrillation
button, instruct
button, people
instructnearby
peopletonearby
get to get
Caution!
Caution!
away from
away
thefrom
victim
thebyvictim
sayingby“Everyone,
saying “Everyone,
get away”
getwith
away”
gestures.
with gestures.

Immediately
Immediately
after the
afterelectric
the electric
shock,shock,
resume
resume
the chest
the chest
compression
compression
in stepin■
. ■
4step
4.

Caution!
Caution!
WhenWhen
conducting
conducting
artificial
artificial
respiration,
respiration,
use use
infection
infection
protective
protective
equipment
equipment
whenever
whenever
possible.
possible.
If infection
If infection
protective
protective
equipment
equipment
is not
is available,
not available,
if it ifis it is
available
available
but it but
mayit take
may time
take to
time
prepare,
to prepare,
or if oryouif hesitate
you hesitate
to contact
to contact
victim’s
victim’s
mouthmouth
with with
your your
mouthmouth
directly,
directly,
skip skip
artificial
artificial
breathing
breathing
and and
applyapply
cardiac
cardiac
massage
massage
(chest(chest
compressions).
compressions).
* In case
* Inofcase
suffocation,
of suffocation,
drowning,
drowning,
cardiaccardiac
arrest arrest
of a child
of aetc.,
childitetc.,
is preferable
it is preferable
to combine
to combine
chest chest
compressions
compressions
and artificial
and artificial
respiration.
respiration.

Preparations for Disasters

When
an AED
an arrives
AED arrives
5 5 When
An AED
AnisAED
an emergency
is an emergency
devicedevice
that gives
that gives
an electric
an electric
▼

While holding
While holding
down the
down the
forehead
forehead
of theofvictim
the victim
with one
withhand,
one hand,
lift thelift the
chin upchin
by up
putting
by putting
the the
fingertips
fingertips
of theofother
the other
hand against
hand against
the tipthe
of tip of
the chin.
the chin.
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Check
breathing
breathing
3 3 Check
CheckCheck
the motion
the motion
of theofchest
the chest
and abdomen
and abdomen
and see
andifsee
there
if there
is normal
is normal
breath.
breath.

Secure
Secure
an airway
an airway
first first

Earthquake Countermeasures

If You
If You
find
find
a Collapsed
a Collapsed
Person
Person

Put a Put
splint
a splint
on theonbroken
the broken
part and
partsecure
and secure
it, andit,goand
to go
a medical
to a medical
institution.
institution.

Typhoon and
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* It is *desirable
It is desirable
to use
to use
vinyl vinyl
gloves gloves
or plastic
or plastic
bags tobags
prevent
to prevent
infection.
infection.

BurnBurn
injury
injury

▼

Bleeding
Bleeding
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Safety Measures for Vulnerable People

Measures

When a sudden disaster occurs, those who are most susceptible to the effect are vulnerable people, such as such as the elderly,
children, people with disabilities, injured or sick people and foreigners, who need some help from surrounding people. Actively
support them in the event of a disaster considering the situation from their point of view.

Characteristics of Vulnerable People

Typhoon and
Flood Measures
Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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It is difficult for them
to detect the danger
of a disaster.

Even if danger is imminent, they can’t
seek help from their supporters, or it
may be difficult for them to do so.

It is difficult or impossible for them
to receive information of a danger or
to understand it correctly.

Support at Normal Times

Even though they can receive information
about danger, it is difficult or impossible
for them to react to it.

Support During a Disaster

Check the disaster prevention environment from vulnerable people’s point of view.

Convey information properly and relieve

Check and improve the disaster prevention environment in your area from
vulnerable people’s point of view: for example, remove illegally parked bicycles
so that they will not interfere with the evacuation of wheelchair users.

Convey future prospects using flexible communication methods suitable for the
listener. For example, use written messages to communicate with hearing-impaired
people and use gestures for foreigners who can’t understand Japanese.

Active communication on a daily basis

Guide well when evacuating

In order to conduct support activities smoothly in the event of a disaster,
it is important to establish communication with vulnerable people on a
daily basis.

For vulnerable people who have difficulty protecting their own bodies,
protecting their heads, etc. quickly guide them to safe places.

Facilitate participating in disaster drills

Precisely because you are in trouble, be kind and warm to others.

With vulnerable people and their supporters such as their families
participating in disaster drills, the support necessary during a disaster will
become clearer, and the issues to be solved will also become visible.

Precisely because you are in an emergency situation, try not to make anyone
isolated by calling out frequently.

Points for
Evacuation Guidance
Foreigners

Talk to them with
gestures and try
not to make them
feel isolated.

POINT

Elderly people and
sick or insured people
Support them with several
supporters. In case of an
emergency, carry them on
your backs to evacuate.

A person using a wheelchair
Assist them with two or more people on
the stairs. Face them forward when
going up, and backwards when going
down so as not to give them a sense of
fear. If there is only one supporter, carry
them on your back to evacuate using a
sling, etc.

Visually impaired person
When you guide a visually impaired
person, touch around the elbow of their
arm not holding a cane, or let them lean
on your arm and shoulder and slowly
walk together forwards while walking in
front of them by about half a step. Guide
them while telling them of the existence
of obstacles such as stairs beforehand.

Hearing-impaired
people
Move your mouth widely
and speak clearly.
Give accurate information
using gestures and by
writing.

A fire.
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Disaster
DisasterVictim
VictimAssistance
AssistanceSystem
System

WhenWhen
you suffer
you suffer
a certain
a certain
scalescale
of damage
of damage
suchsuch
as complete
as complete
destruction,
destruction,
partial
partial
destruction
destruction
of your
of your
house
house
or inundation
or inundation
above
above
the floor
the floor
due to
duenatural
to natural
disasters,
disasters,
you can
you receive
can receive
a consolation
a consolation
payment
payment
depending
depending
on the
ondegree
the degree
of damage.
of damage.
In addition,
In addition,
you you
can receive
can receive
city tax
cityreductions
tax reductions
or postponement
or postponement
of taxofcollection.
tax collection.
As the
Asrequirements
the requirements
differdiffer
depending
depending
on the
onscheme,
the scheme,
contact
contact
the department
the department
in charge
in charge
for details.
for details.

andand
Consolation
Consolation
Payment
Payment
● Condolence
● Condolence
Scheme
Scheme

Details
Details
and conditions
and conditions

Remarks
Remarks

Section
Section
in charge
in charge

Due toDue
large-scale
to large-scale
disasters
disasters
stipulated
stipulated
in lawsinand
laws
regulations,
and regulations,
such assuch
the as
Disaster
the Disaster
Condolence
Condolence
moneymoney
to
to Relief Act
Relief
being
Act applied
being applied
be paidbeinpaid
caseinofcase of
● In case
● Inthe
case
family
the lost
family
a person
lost a person
who had
who
financially
had financially
supported
supported
the family:
the family:
5 million
5 million
yen yen
naturalnatural
disaster
disaster
● In case
● Inthe
case
family
the family
lost a member
lost a member
other than
otherthe
than
person
the person
who had
who
financially
had financially
supported
supported
the family:
the family:
2.5 million
2.5 million
yen yen
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Due toDue
large-scale
to large-scale
disasters
disasters
stipulated
stipulated
in lawsinand
laws
regulations,
and regulations,
such assuch
the as
Disaster
the Disaster

Relief
being
Act applied
being applied
Solatium
Solatium
to be paid
to beforpaid forRelief Act
●
● case
person
the person
who had
who
financially
had financially
supported
supported
the family
the family
becomes
becomes
seriously
seriously
persons
persons
who became
who became In caseInthe
disabled:
disabled:
2.5 million
2.5 million
yen yen
disabled
disabled
by disaster
by disaster
● In case
● Inacase
family
a family
member
member
other than
otherthe
than
person
the person
who had
who
financially
had financially
supported
supported
the the
family family
becomes
becomes
seriously
seriously
disabled:
disabled:
1.25 million
1.25 million
yen yen

Community
Community
Welfare
Welfare
and and
ElderlyElderly
Section
Section
(058) 327-4126
(058) 327-4126
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Due toDue
disaster
to disaster
(1) Completely
(1) Completely
destroyed
destroyed
(total loss
(totalbyloss
fire by
andfire
total
andloss),
total outflow,
loss), outflow,
immersion
immersion
of
of
house:house:
30,00030,000
yen/household
yen/household
Solatium
Solatium
to be paid
to beforpaid for(2) Partially
(2) Partially
destroyed
destroyed
(partial(partial
loss byloss
fire by
andfire
partial
and partial
loss), partial
loss), partial
immersion
immersion
of
of
persons
persons
who suffered
who suffered house:house:
damage
damage
20,00020,000
yen/household
yen/household
(3) Inundated
(3) Inundated
above above
the floor:
the10,000
floor: 10,000
yen/household
yen/household
(4) Regarding
(4) Regarding
(1) through
(1) through
(3) above,
(3) above,
a family
a family
receiving
receiving
public public
assistance
assistance
will getwill
a get a
50% addition
50% addition
(5) When
(5) aWhen
citizen
a citizen
is injured
is injured
by disaster
by disaster
(1) through
(1) through
(3) above:
(3) above:
20,00020,000
yen/person
yen/person
(6) When
(6) aWhen
citizen
a citizen
dies bydies
disaster
by disaster
(1) through
(1) through
(3) above:
(3) above:
40,00040,000
yen/person
yen/person
There are
There
income
are income
Due toDue
a disaster
to a disaster
in which
in which
the Disaster
the Disaster
Relief Act
Relief
is applied
Act is applied
to one to
or one
more
or more
requirements
requirements
according
according
municipalities
municipalities
in the Prefecture,
in the Prefecture,
when the
when
head
theofhead
a household
of a household
sufferssuffers
seriousserious
injury injury
to the number
of people
of people
requires
requires
more than
moreone
than
month
one month
for recovery,
for recovery,
or when
or awhen
house
a house
or household
or household to the number
Loan ofLoan
disaster
of disaster
relief relief which which
per household.
properties
properties
are seriously
are seriously
damaged,
damaged,
they can
they
receive
can receive
a loan aofloan
disaster
of disaster
relief funds.
relief funds.per household.
funds funds
● Repayment
● Repayment
period:period:
10 years
10 years
● Interest
● Interest
rate: shall
rate:beshall
freebeoffree
interest
of interest
duringduring
the period
the period
of deferment
of deferment
(3 or 5(3years),
or 5 years),
3% per3%
annum
per annum
after that
afterperiod.
that period.

Tax Tax
Reductions,
Reductions,
Etc.Etc.
● City
● City
Contents
Contents

When you
When
suffer
you suffer
damage
damage
from afrom
disaster,
a disaster,
you may
youreceive
may receive
reduction
reduction
of municipal
of municipal
tax. tax.
1. When
1. aWhen
taxpayer
a taxpayer
dies. dies.
2. When
2. aWhen
taxpayer
a taxpayer
becomes
becomes
a disabled.
a disabled.
3. When
3. there
Whenisthere
a loss
is aofloss
moreofthan
morethree-tenths
than three-tenths
of the value
of the of
value
yourofhouse
your house
or household
or household
properties,
properties,
and your
andtotal
yourincome
total income
in the previous
in the previous
year isyear
10 million
is 10 million
yen or yen
less.or less.

Overview
Overview

Revenue
Revenue
Section
Section
(058) 327-4112
(058) 327-4112

If the disaster
If the disaster
makesmakes
your life
your
extremely
life extremely
difficult,
difficult,
or if you
or are
if you
deemed
are deemed
to be intoabe
similar
in a similar
situation,
situation,
National
National
health health
insurance
insurance
premium
premium
the premium
the premium
may bemay
reduced
be reduced
or exempted.
or exempted.
If the disaster
If the disaster
makesmakes
your life
your
extremely
life extremely
difficult,
difficult,
or if you
or are
if you
deemed
are deemed
to be intoabe
similar
in a similar
situation,
situation,
National
National
health health
insurance
insurance
premium
premium
the premium
the premium
may bemay
reduced
be reduced
or exempted.
or exempted.

Medical
Medical
Insurance
Insurance
Section
Section
(058) 327-4159
(058) 327-4159

Reduction
Reduction
of the burden
of the burden
required
required The burden
The burden
may bemay
reduced
be reduced
if it is deemed
if it is deemed
that it that
is difficult
it is difficult
for thefor
victims
the victims
to beartothe
bear
expenses
the expenses
for disabled
for disabled
personperson
welfarewelfare
serviceservice
required
required
for thefor
disability
the disability
welfarewelfare
service.
service.

Welfare
Welfare
Life Section
Life Section
(058) 327-4123
(058) 327-4123

Reduction
Reduction
of premium
of premium
for for
nursing-care
nursing-care
insurance
insurance

If the disaster
If the disaster
makesmakes
your life
your
extremely
life extremely
difficult,
difficult,
or if you
or are
if you
deemed
are deemed
to be intoabe
similar
in a similar
situation,
situation,
the premium
the premium
for nursing-care
for nursing-care
insurance
insurance
may bemay
reduced
be reduced
or exempted.
or exempted.

The disposal
The disposal
fee forfee
large
foritems
large of
items
refuse
of refuse
generated
generated
by a disaster
by a disaster
will bewill
reduced
be reduced
or exempted.
or exempted.
Exemption
Exemption
of disposal
of disposal
fee forfee
large
for large
*It is necessary
*It is necessary
to submit
to submit
a disaster-victim
a disaster-victim
certificate.
certificate.
items of
items
refuse
of refuse

Medical
Medical
Insurance
Insurance
Section
Section
(058) 327-4159
(058) 327-4159
Community
Community
Welfare
Welfare
and Elderly
and Elderly
Section
Section
(058) 327-4126
(058) 327-4126
Environment
Environment
Section
Section
(058) 327-4127
(058) 327-4127

Disaster-victim
Disaster-victim
certificate
certificate
The disaster-victim
The disaster-victim
certificate
certificate
provesproves
the damage
the damage
situation
situation
of a house
of a house
caused
caused
by a disaster.
by a disaster.
It is required
It is required
to be submitted
to be submitted
when when
applying
applying
for for
most of
most
theofsupport
the support
systems
systems
mentioned
mentioned
aboveabove
or when
or when
requesting
requesting
casualty
casualty
insurance
insurance
money.
money.
The damage
The damage
situation
situation
will bewill
judged
be judged
basedbased
on theon the
situation
situation
withinwithin
one month
one month
after aafter
disaster
a disaster
occurs.
occurs.
Contact
Contact
the Health
the Health
and Welfare
and Welfare
Section
Section
of theofHealth
the Health
and Welfare
and Welfare
Department
Department
withinwithin
one one
monthmonth
after aafter
disaster.
a disaster.
(*In case
(*In of
case
fire,ofcontact
fire, contact
your local
your fire
localdepartment.)
fire department.)
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Reduction
Reduction
of insurance
of insurance
premiums
premiumsWhen an
When
insured
an insured
personperson
or a head
or aofhead
a household
of a household
sufferssuffers
significant
significant
damage
damage
to theirtohouse
their house
or
or
for latter-stage
for latter-stage
elderlyelderly
healthcare
healthcarehousehold
household
properties,
properties,
etc., the
etc.,
collection
the collection
of insurance
of insurance
premiums
premiums
for thefor
latter-stage
the latter-stage
elderlyelderly
systemsystem
healthcare
healthcare
systemsystem
may bemay
suspended
be suspended
or its amount
or its amount
may bemay
reduced.
be reduced.
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Municipal
Municipal
tax reduction
tax reduction

Contents
Contents
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Get Information

Radio communications for disaster prevention and administration (outdoor speaker)
Evacuation information, etc. will be broadcast all at once by outdoor speakers installed in various places in the city.

can’t
u
o
y
n
e
Wh
well:
hear it

◦Use telephone service or Mizuho citizens’ mail.
Free access:
Telephone service:

0800-200-2017
058-329-5010
Call charges will be borne by the user.

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

* Disaster prevention radio: In response to comments that broadcasts are hard to hear in heavy rain or strong wind or due to the direction of
reception, Mizuho City Disaster Prevention Radio, with which you can receive radio broadcasts, is now on sale.

Disaster Prevention Information
The Internet
Information is sent through the website, e-mail, etc.

Earthquake Countermeasures

◦Mizuho City’s website
http://www.city.mizuho.lg.jp/

◦Early Warning email (Area Mail)
Emergency information on evacuation is delivered to citizens’ mobile
phones. Registration is unnecessary, but services may not be received
depending on the model or setting of your mobile phone. For details,
check with each mobile-phone company.

By utilizing social networking sites (SNS) such as
Twitter and Facebook during a disaster, you can
send and collect real-time information on your
safety and someone else's safety, damage
situation, evacuation situation, refuge’s situation,
risk of secondary disaster, and places where relief
goods are available, so SNS are useful for safer
evacuation and safer life at a refuge. Be careful
about the accuracy of the information.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

◦Mizuho Citizen Mail Distribution Service
Mizuho Citizen Mail announces broadcast content of radio communications for disaster prevention and
administration and issuance and cancellation of weather warnings and special warnings in the city. You will
be able to get early notification from the city government. Registration is required in advance.

https://service.sugumail.com/mizuho/

Preparations for Disasters

◦ Website of the Kisogawa-Jyoryu River Office, Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT)
Live camera images of rivers managed by the country, river disaster prevention
information by MLIT, nimbus mapping by XRAIN are available.

http://www.cbr.mlit.go.jp/kisojyo/index.html

◦Kisogawa-Jyoryu River Office’s mobile site
The water level/precipitation in areas along Kiso-sansen (Kiso Three Rivers) and dam
information can be checked by mobile phone.

https://www2.cbr.mlit.go.jp/kisojyo/mobile/index.html
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◦SNS

Kisogawa-Jyoryu River Office’s Website

◦ Gifu Alarm Mail for Rivers and Roads

◦ Gifu Local Meteorological Observatory

Provides information on weather, precipitation,
river water level, and traffic restrictions.
Registration is required in advance.

https://service.sugumail.com/gifu/member/

◦ Gifu River Disaster
Prevention Information

River disaster management information
released by the Gifu Prefectural Government

http://www.jma-net.go.jp/gifu/

◦ Gifu Prefecture Comprehensive
Disaster Prevention Portal
Weather information in Gifu Prefecture and various
disaster prevention related information can be easily
browsed.

http://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/bousai/

http://www.kasen.pref.gifu.lg.jp/

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Precipitation, water level, river conditions,
etc. in Gifu Prefecture area observed by the
Gifu prefectural government, MLIT, and
Meteorological Agency can be checked in
real time.

In addition to weather advisories and warnings, you
can also acquire disaster information such as flood
forecasts and sediment-related disaster warning
information.

TV
◦NHK Gifu Data Broadcasting
You can check the water level of rivers, the amount of rainfall, and evacuation information
through your TV at home. (You can see “warnings and advisories”, “evacuation orders and
recommendations”, “river water level/amount of rainfall”, etc. from “life and safety
information” by pressing the “d data” button on your remote controller.

NHK Gifu Data Broadcasting

Disaster Emergency Message Service
◦(171) Trial Use Date

If people in disaster-hit areas record (register) safety information (messages)
to their phone numbers (fixed-line phone numbers), people across the whole
country can listen to (confirm) their voices.
Audio guidance starts.

Record

1 71

(How to listen to it)

Play

1

Audio guidance starts.

2

◦ Disaster Emergency Message
Board (web 171)
You can register and confirm safety information
(messages) by entering the number of a
fixed-line phone, mobile phone or PHS from a
personal computer, smartphone, etc.

Area code
Phone number of
a disaster victim

· 1st and 15th day of every month: All day long (24 hrs.)
· During the first three days of the New Year (All day long,
Jan. 1st through Jan. 3)
· Disaster Prevention Week (9:00 AM on Aug. 30 – 5:00 PM
on Sept. 5)
· Disaster Prevention and Volunteer Week (9:00 AM on
Jan. 15 - 5:00 PM on Jan. 21)

◦Disaster Voice Delivery Service
Disaster Voice Delivery Service is a disaster dedicated service which delivers
messages by packet communication instead of voice communication when it is
difficult for voice communication to be connected due to many voice calls when a
large disaster such as an earthquake with a seismic intensity of “6 lower” or higher
occurs. For details, check the website of each mobile phone company.

Preparations for Disasters
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Area code
Home number

Other than the time of a disaster, a trial use date is set so
that you can experience Disaster Emergency Message Dial
171 (telephone service). Experience it with your family,
relatives and friends.

Other Disaster Countermeasures

◦Disaster Emergency Message Dial 171

Earthquake Countermeasures

瑞穂市
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List of Evacuation Facilities

The table below is a list of evacuation facilities in Mizuho City. Discuss disaster prevention with your family and check evacuation sites.
Facility Name

School zone

Namazu Primary School Building, Gymnasium

Designated Emergency Evacuation Locations Wide-area Designated
Emergency
Evacuation Evacuation
Flood & inundation Earthquake & fire Locations Locations Storehouse

●

Namazu Primary School Ground
Maehata Park
Joko Park
Baba Park

Namazu

Takamichi Park
Namazu Sports Playground
Takitsubo Park
Hikouchi Park
Makomogaike Park
Soramachi Park

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Minaminagare Park
Honden Primary School Building, Gymnasium

●

Honden Primary School Ground
Hozumi Kita Junior High School Building, Gymnasium

●

Hozumi Kita Junior High School Building, Minami-kyugijo
Honden Daiichi Childcare Center

Honden

Honden Daiichi Childcare Center, Outdoor Play Ground
Honden Daini Childcare Center
Honden Daini Childcare Center, Outdoor Play Ground
Hozumi Kindergarten

Earthquake Countermeasures

Hozumi Kindergarten, Outdoor Play Ground
Honden Community Center
Seseragi Park

●

Hozumi Primary School Building, Gymnasium

●

Hozumi Primary School Ground
Hozumi Junior High School Building, Gymnasium

●

Hozumi Junior High School Ground
Asahi University, No. 6 Building, 10th Anniversary Memorial Hall

●

Asahi University Ground
Hozumi-mo-mori Kodomo-en, Outdoor Play Ground
Beppu Childcare Center

●

Beppu Childcare Center, Outdoor Play Ground

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Civic Center

●

Hozumi Ground
Hozumi Daini Ground
Yanaishiki Park
Noguchi Park
Iba Park
Asahikasei Ground
Kahma 21, Mizuho store, parking lot
Ushiki Primary School Building, Gymnasium
Ushiki Primary School Ground
Ushiki Daiichi Childcare Center
Ushiki Daiichi Childcare Center, Outdoor Play Ground
Ushiki Daini Childcare Center

Preparations for Disasters

Ushiki Daini Childcare Center, Outdoor Play Ground
Ushiki Nambu Community Center

Ushiki

Ushiki Nambu Community Center, parking lot
Honami Park
Ushiki Danchi Park
Sobue Park
Jukujo Park
Kami Ushiki Fureai Park
Noda Park
Seiryu Midorinooka Park
Yutakana Midori Donguri Park
PLANT 6, Mizuho store, parking lot

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
Private
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Private
Private
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Private

●

●

2-108 Babajoko-machi
2-108 Babajoko-machi
2-169 Babamaehatamachi
1-141 Babajoko-machi
2-107 Babajoko-machi
1-122 Babakoshiro-machi
223-1 Namazu
1-123 Namazu Takitsubomachi
2-87 Namazugegumae
1-97 Namazugegumae
2-70 Namazutennohigashi-machi
2-106 Namazutennomachi

●

●

●

●

●

938 Honden
938 Honden

●

2000 Honden
2000 Honden

●

1915 Honden
1915 Honden

●

387 Tadakoshi
387 Tadakoshi

●

500 Tadakoshi
500 Tadakoshi

●

977-1 Tadakoshi
2201-15 Tadakoshi

San Proser

Hozumi
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●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Location

Private
●

●

●

●

●

●

1061 Tadakoshi

●

452 Hozumi
452 Hozumi

●

1888 Beppu
1888 Beppu

●

1851 Hozumi
1896-1 Hozumi
966-1 Hozumi

●

144-1 Beppu
140 Beppu

●

1300-3 Beppu
452-1 Inasato
607-1 Inasato
680 Inasato
947-1 Hozumi
1599-1 Beppu
2352-1 Beppu
3110-1 Hozumi

●

●

1523 Ushiki
1523 Ushiki

●

1246-1 Ushiki
1246-1 Ushiki

●

170 Sobue
170 Sobue

●

●

1580-1 Ushiki
1580-1 Ushiki
4-27 Saikawa
1293-99 Ushiki
1143-5 Sobue
37-1 Jukujo
611-1, 612-1, 613-1 Ushiki
4025 Nodashinden
144-1 Nobakushinden
141-1 Sobue
5-38 Saikawa

School zone

Designated Emergency Evacuation Locations Wide-area Designated
Emergency
Evacuation Evacuation Storehouse
Flood & inundation Earthquake & fire Locations Locations

Facility Name

●

Nishi Primary School Building, Gymnasium
Nishi Primary School Ground

●

Nishi Day-care & Education Center

Nishi

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Nishi Day-care & Education Center, Outdoor Play Ground
Nishi Fureai Park

●

Sunami Community Hall
Sunami Ground

●
●

Aged Welfare Center
Naka Primary School Building, Gymnasium
Naka Primary School Ground

Naka

Naka Day-care & Education Center
Naka Fureai Park

●

Minami Primary School Building, Gymnasium
Minami Primary School Ground

●

Sunami Junior High School Building, Gymnasium

Minami

Sunami Junior High School Ground

●

Minami Day-care & Education Center
Minami Day-care & Education Center, Outdoor Play Ground
Minami Fureai Park

●

389 Ikura
389 Ikura

●

177-1 Ikura
177-1 Ikura
175 Ikura

●

●

●
●

●

300-1 Miyaden
300-2 Miyaden
597 Tanokami

●

173 Mieji
173 Mieji

●

223 Mieji
223 Mieji
276 Mieji

●

●

●

●

●

1660 Furuhashi
1660 Furuhashi

●

10-1 Furuhashi
10-1 Furuhashi

●

1129-1 Furuhashi
1129-1 Furuhashi
1466 Furuhashi

List of Disaster Prevention Related Organizations of Mizuho City
Phone number

Organization name

Phone number

Phone number

Mizuho City Hall

058-327-4130

Mizuho Fire Departmen

058-327-0119

Kitagata Police Office

058-324-0110

Hozumi Branch

058-327-4111

Sunami Branch

058-328-0119

Hozumi Police Box

058-327-1564

Sunami Branch

058-327-2100

Sunami Police Box

058-328-2050

Organization name

Phone number

Email address or URL

Roads

Urban Management Section, Mizuho City Hall

058-327-2102

tosikan@city.mizuho.lg.jp

Water supply

Water Supply Section, Mizuho City Hall

058-327-2113

jyousui@city.mizuho.lg.jp

Sewerage

Sewerage Section, Mizuho City Hall

058-327-2114

gesui@city.mizuho.lg.jp

0120-985-910

http://www.chuden.co.jp/

Electric Power Gifu Regional Office, Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc.
Phone

Gifu Office, Nippon Telegraph And Telephone West Corporation

113

http://www.ntt-west.co.jp/gifu/

Gas

Gifu District Headquarters, Toho Gas Co., Ltd.

058-272-2166

http://www.tohogas.co.jp/

Railroad

The Central Japan Railway Company

050-3772-3910

http://jr-central.co.jp/

Railroad

Disaster Prevention Measures That You Can Do at Home

0581-34-3768

http://tarumi-railway.com/

Preparations for Disasters

Disaster prevention related organizations

Organization name

Other Disaster Countermeasures

Organization name

Earthquake Countermeasures

See page 49 for explanation of “designated emergency evacuation location” and “designated refuge”.

Common
Items

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

Naka Day-care & Education Center, Outdoor Play Ground

●

●

Location
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Measures

Disaster Prevention Measures That You Can Do at Home

What Should Be Brought with You at the Time of Evacuation
Prepare things to bring in an emergency.
As the stockpiles at refuges are limited, it is safe if you prepare enough essential goods
by yourself. As for an emergency bag, a backpack is convenient because you can use
both of your hands freely. Carry your backpack to check if it is too heavy.

TIPS
1 If an emergency bag is too heavy, it will be a

hindrance when evacuating. So reduce its weight.

The weight of
an emergency bag
should be

Typhoon and
Flood Measures

about 15 kg for men
and 10 kg for women!

2 Prepare relatively light instant food products

that can be made simply by pouring water.
3 Prepare one backpack for each family

member, and store them separately in a
place where you can easily bring them out.

Things to be in an emergency bag (such as a backpack)

Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters
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□ Portable radio

□ Emergency food (such as hardtack), drinks

□ Flashlight

□ Daily necessities (lighter, knife, can opener, tissue paper, plastic bag, etc.)

□ Candles (thick, stable and long-lasting ones)

□ Clothing (underwear, jacket, socks, handkerchiefs, towels, etc.)

□ First-aid kit (adhesive tapes, gauze, bandages, triangular bandages, antifebrile, digestive medicine, cold medicine,
pain medicine, eye-drops, forceps, etc.)

Necessary depending on your family structure
□ Powdered milk □ Disposable diapers □ Sanitary items □ Household medicines (If you have a chronic illness, be sure to bring them with you.)
□ Necessities for the elderly and the disabled (nursing care products, etc.)

Necessities for evacuation
□ Cash (not only banknotes but also coins for public phones)
□ Helmet (disaster prevention hood)

□ Rain gear (poncho)

□ Gloves

□ Valuables (bank passbook, health insurance card, driver's license, copy of address book, etc.)

Items That Are Convenient If Prepared
□ Blankets, sleeping bags

□ Portable gas stove

□ Disposable pocket warmers

□ Disposable chopsticks

□ Sheet (to be laid on the floor)

The Following Are Also Necessary:
Families
Families with
with infants
infants

Milk, baby bottles, baby food, spoons, diapers,
washing cotton, baby slings, bath towels or
baby blankets, gauze or
handkerchiefs,
buckets,
plastic bags, soaps, straws,
familiar toys (that make no
sound), etc.
Milk

Families
Families with
with
aa pregnant
pregnant woman
woman

Families
Families who
who have
have members
members
in
in need
need of
of nursing
nursing care
care

Sanitary napkins, washing cotton, masks,
gauze, bleached cotton cloth, T-shaped
strips, washing cotton
and layette, tissue
paper, plastic wrapping
Bleached th
cotton clo
Gauze
clothes, mother and child
health handbook, old Mother anhadndchboildok
health
newspapers, soaps, etc.

Extra clothes, diapers, tissues
paper, physical disability
certificate, extra tool to assist,
household medicines, etc.

Medic

ine

Physical
disability
certificate

Mizuho
Mizuho
City City
Hazard
Hazard
MapMap
Composition
Composition

Nishi Nishi
Primary
Primary
School
School
zone zone
Naka Naka
Primary
Primary
School
School
zone zone
Neo RiverNeo River

Honden
Honden
Primary
Primary
School
School
zone zone
Namazu
Namazu
Primary
Primary
School
School
zone zone
Itonuki
River

Ibi River Ibi River
Sai RiverSai River

Goroku
River

Itonuki
River

Goroku
River

Nakagawa Nakagawa
River
River

Nagara Nagara
River River

Hozumi
Hozumi
Primary
Primary
School
School
zone zone
Minami
Minami
Primary
Primary
School
School
zone zone
UshikiUshiki
Primary
Primary
School
School
zone zone

Typhoons and
Floods Measures
Earthquake Countermeasures
Other Disaster Countermeasures
Preparations for Disasters

Mizuho City Disaster Prevention Manual
・Mizuho City Hall

Prepared in March 2019

Hozumi Branch: 1288 Beppu, Mizuho City, Gifu Prefecture Japan 501-0293,
Phone: 058-327-4111
Sunami Branch: 300 -2 Miyaden, Mizuho City, Gifu Prefecture Japan 501-0392, Phone: 058-327-2100

